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PREFACE
This thesis is concerned with studies of the regulation 
of carbohydrate metabolism, particularly with regards to the 
excessive production of lactic acid, during the time course 
of carcinogenesis by MDAB.
Since the observation of Warburg (1930), that tumours 
produce considerable lactic acid even under aerobic conditions, 
there have been many studies on the glycolytic pathway and 
oxidative phosphorylation of tumours in relation to the 
increased glycolysis and postulated respiratory impairment 
of the cancer cell (Warburg, 1930; Aisenberg, 1961; Burk 
et al, 1967; Lo et al., 1968). There have, however, been 
few studies of the factors which lead to the excessive pro­
duction of lactic acid by tumours (Busch, 1962).
In the experiments described in this thesis biochemical 
and morphological changes were studied in rat livers during 
the process of MDAB induced hepatocarcinogenesis in an attempt 
to investigate and perhaps identify the lesion(s) in tumour 
metabolism which lead to the excessive production of lactic 
acid in these tissues (PART I).
In an extension of the attempt to identify the proposed 
metabolic lesion(s) resulting in increased lactate production, 
results of investigations of the role of ethyl linolenate 
in MDAB induced hepatocarcinogenesis are also presented 
(PART II). The effect of this compound was investigated since 
it had been reported that inclusion in the diet of experimental 
amounts of this lipid completely inhibited carcinogenesis 
by MDAB (Schramm, 1961).
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ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with investigations into the 
changing status of the regulation of carbohydrate metabolism 
in the livers of rats during the time course of hepatocarcino- 
genesis induced by 3' methyl, 4-N dimethylaminoazobenzene 
(MDAB). In particular studies were focused on investigations 
into the metabolism and causes of the "Warburg effect", 
which have involved the proposal that excessive aerobic lactate 
production is a universal marker of tumour growth.
1. Using the isolated, perfused, normal and tumour bearing 
rat liver it was found that the rate of lactate production 
by tumour bearing liver (87.7 + 5.5 ymol lactate/g/hr) was 
greater than the rateof lactate production by the normal 
liver (75.9 + 2.9 ymol/g/hr). However, neither the rate of 
glycolysis (as measured from glucose to triose phosphate 
formation; 252 + 96 and 231 + 45 nmol/min/g for normal and 
tumour bearing liver respectively), nor the rate of oxygen 
uptake from the perfusate (700 + 88 and 794 + 82 nmol/min/g 
for normal and tumour bearing liver respectively), were • 
significantly altered as a result of the liver being tumour 
bearing.
Studies of the [NAD]:[NADH] and [ATP]:[ADP] [HP0  ^
ratios in "freeze clamped" liver indicated that MDAB induced 
neoplasia caused an abnormal disequilibrium between these two 
parameters, both in the cytoplasm and in the mitochondria.
The disequilibrium in the cytoplasm was attributed to the 
lowered activity of 3-phosphoglycerate kinase in vivo ' (77 nmol/
(V)
min/g to 10 nmol/min/g) during the time course of the development 
of liver tumours. The disequilibrium which occured in the 
mitochondria was indicative of an inhibition of mitochondrial 
NADH oxidation.
The inhibition of mitochondrial NADH oxidation coincided 
with a significant increase in the mitochondrial calcium: 
magnesium ratio, (1.33 + .04 and 6.5 + 1.3 in normal and 
tumour bearing isolated rat liver mitochondria respectively).
Exactly coincident in time with the decreased rate of 
NADH oxidation and the increased calcium: magnesium ratio
in tumour mitochondria, was the decrease in the rate of 
oxidation, by isolated tumour mitochondria, of a variety 
of pyridine nucleotide linked substrates (e.g. Pyruvate:
19.9 + 4 . 8  decreased to 4.4 + 2.5 nmol oxygen/min/mg of 
mitochondrial protein) .
It was noted that the decrease in the rate of mito­
chondrial NADH oxidation also coincided with, perhaps caused, 
an increase in the activity of the "a-glycerophosphate shuttld'. 
(Mitochondrial oxidation of a-glycerophosphate increased 'from 
3.26 + 1.4 to 16.29 + 4 . 5  nmol oxygen/min/mg).
The inhibition of NADH oxidation is attributed to the 
elevated calcium concentrations in the tumour tissue and the 
consequent formation of a calcium - NADH complex. The calcium 
inhibition of NAD linked dehydrogenases, and thus transference 
of reducing equivalents, via NADH, from the cytoplasm to 
the mitochondria, induced the enhanced activity of the 
"a-glycerophosphate shuttle" which in spite of the inhibition
(vi)
of NADH oxidation is able to donate reducing equivalents 
to the mitochondrial electron transport chain for oxidative 
phosphorylation.
Pyruvate oxidation is thus inhibited and this metabolite 
accepts some of the excess cytoplasmic reducing equivalents 
present in the cell and results in the excessive amounts of 
lactate generated during tumour growth. It is proposed that 
the combination of the above aberrant effects are the 
underlying events of the mechanism of the Warburg Effect.
2. The acute effects of hyperthermia, a known tumour 
regressive agent, were also examined using the isolated, 
perfused, normal and tumour bearing rat liver. It has been 
suggested by other workers that the decrease in the activity 
of the enzymes of glycolysis, following hyperthermic treat­
ment of tumour tissue, are caused by a derangement or damage 
of the mechanisms of transcription or translation of nucleic 
acids. Results presented here show that the effect of 
hyperthermia on the glycolytic rate of the tumour tissue was 
evident after only 1 hour of treatment (glycolytic rate: •
231 + 45 decreased to 53 + 10 nmol/min/g) and is consequently 
viewed as a direct effect of hyperthermia on glycolytic 
enzymes or their activity modifiers.
3. Since there appeared to be significant alterations in 
the extent of control of liver intermediary carbohydrate 
metabolism during the time course of MDAB induced liver 
carcinogenesis, this experimental model was a suitable system to 
test the validity of the theories of Greenbaum et al., (1971)
(vii)
and Williamson (1969). These theories are concerned with 
compartmentat ion analysis of metabolite concentrations 
in vivo.
The method of Williamson depends on an adequate 
activity in vivo of malate dehydrogenase. When metabolite 
concentrations from livers of animals treated with MDAB were 
applied to the equations of Williamson, "unrealistic" 
compartmented metabolite concentrations were generated.
It is believed that these "unrealistic" results are a 
consequence of the decreased activity of malate dehydrogenase 
(0.1229 to -0.006 ymol/min/g) in the livers of rats given 
MDAB.
The method of Greenbaum assumed that the reactants and 
products of malic enzyme (decarboxylating) and 6-phospho- 
gluconate dehydrogenase are in equilibrium with the same 
pools of NADP and NADPH.
Data presented in this thesis demonstrate that the 
alterations in the liver [NADP]:[NADPH] ratio associated 
with malic enzyme (decarboxylating) during MDAB induced 
carcinogenesis are not directly related to changes in the 
[NADP]:[NADPH] ratio determined by the 6-phosphogluconate* 
dehydrogenase enzyme.
Thus it is concluded from the results of these 
experiments that the basic assumption of the theory of
Greenbaum is invalid.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Historical Resume^of Chemical Carcinogenesis.
The notion of environmental factors influencing the 
induction of cancer can be traced back as far as 1775 when 
Percivall Pott commented on the occurrence and cause of
scrotal cancer in chimney sweeps. "The disease--- seems to
derive it's origin from a lodgement of soot in the rugae 
of the scrotum" (Pott, 1775). These original thoughts of 
Pott were taken further in 1808 when James Earle actually 
ascribed this particular "species of cancer" to "some peculiar 
acrimonious quality in soot". (See appendix for copy of 
original text). It was not until 1915 however that experiment­
al tumours were induced with coal tar (Yamagiwa and Ichikawa, 
1915). Finally in 1929 the carcinogenic agent 1,2,5,6- 
dibenzanthracene was isolated from this source by Kenaway.
1.2.1 Historical Resume^to Azo Dye Carcinogenesis.
Studies on the aminoazo dyes were initiated by an 
observation of Fischer-Wasels (1906), who reported that inject­
ion of scarlet red into the ears of rabbits caused the form­
ation of atypical growths which were difficult to distinguish 
histologically from cancers. However unlike true cancers 
these growths always receeded when the chemical stimulus was 
removed. As a consequence of these observations scarlet red 
was used clinically to stimulate the healing of epithelial 
tissues. Subsequently Schmidt (1924) reported that on feeding 
scarlet red to mice, large liver masses were produced which
were both adenomatous and sarcomatous in nature. The first
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conclusive demonstration of the carcinogenicity of an azo 
dye was furnished by Yoshida (1933) using 2'3-dimethyl 
4-aminoazobenzene (ortho-aminoazotoluene) which is the 
structural basis of the scarlet red molecule. Hyperplastic 
proliferation of liver cells was noted after rats had been 
fed a rice diet containing 0.1% of the dye for a period of 
two months. Adenomas were observed after five to eight 
months of feeding the dye and hepatomas or cholangiomas 
were found in all animals which survived more than 225 days. 
Many other azo dyes having chemically related structures 
were subsequently investigated and it was found that dimethyl- 
aminoazobenzene (DAB) was a much stronger hepatocarcinogen 
than orthoaminoazotoluene (Kinosita, 1936). It is of interest 
and concern to note that this compound, DAB, had previously 
been used commercially to colour butter.
At present the most potent carcinogenic amino azo dyes 
are 3' methyl, 4-N dimethylaminozaobenzene (MDAB) and 4' 
fluoro, 4-N dimethylaminoazobenzene, both of which produce 
hepatoma in rats within three months of feeding (Giese et al., 
1945).
1.2.2 General Features of Azo Dye Carcinogens.
At least one metabolisable N-methyl group is necessary 
for carcinogenic potency (Miller and Miller, 1948). Moreover 
the presence of a large substituent, such as a benzyl group, 
on the amino group reduces the oxidative metabolism of the 
N-methyl group and results in reduced carcinogenic potency.
- 3-
Fluorine substitution at any position on the benzene ring 
increases the carcinogenic potency of DAB (Miller et al.,
1957). Aminoazotoluenes are more powerful hepatocarcinogens 
in mice, while aminoazobenzene derivatives are more active 
in rats. There is no apparent difference in the potency 
of DAB with regards sex, but in the case of MDAB the male is 
reported to be more susceptible to carcinogenesis than the 
female (Rumsfeld et al., 1951).
1.2.3 Intermediary Metabolism of Aminoazo Dyes.
Aminoazo dyes are primarily metabolised in the liver 
where the NADPH dependant enzymes that are responsible for 
catalysing reactions leading to detoxification are associated 
with the endoplasmic reticulum. There is a significant 
body of evidence (Terrayama, 1967) which shows that the DAB 
derivative which enters the experimental animal is not the 
actual carcinogenic agent (Miller et al., 1964; Gutmann 
et al., 1967; Miller, 1970). Some intermediary compound or 
compounds of it’s metabolism is/are carcinogenic. The precise 
agent(s) as yet have not been identified.
1.3 Intermediary Metabolism of MDAB.
According to current literature the following series 
of reactions take place during the metabolism of MDAB in vivo.
1. Oxidative N-demethylation
2. Ring hydroxylation
3. Reductive azo cleavage
1 . Oxidative N-demethylation: The N-methyl group of MDAB is
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oxidatively removed by a liver microsomal enzyme which 
requires NADPH and oxygen. For at least two reasons this 
metabolic conversion is considered to be one of the most 
important mechanisms responsible for the carcinogenic effect. 
The first relates to the observation by Miller and Miller 
(1948) that at least one metabolisable N-methyl group is 
necessary for an amino azo dye to be carcinogenic. The 
second reason arises from the reactivity of formaldehyde 
which is formed in vivo during N-demethylation of MDAB. 
Cytotoxic as well as carcinogenic activity of formaldehyde 
has been reported (Watanabe and Matsunga, 1954) . Roberts 
and Warwick (1963) have also speculated that formaldehyde 
acts as bridge for the binding between the dye and cellular 
constituents. It is probably noteworthy also that the formal­
dehyde oxidising activity of mouse liver is much higher than 
that of rat liver (Terrayama and Otsuka, 1959), a fact which 
may explain why mice are less sensitive to the carcinogenic 
effects of MDAB than are rats.
2. Ring Hydroxylation: Ring hydroxylations occur primarily
at the 4' position followed by the 2' and 3 positions. The 
reactions are regarded as detoxicating mechanisms since they 
always occur prior to azo group cleavage, and are followed
by the formation of glucuronides and to a lesser extent by 
conjugation with sulphate. The ultimate effect of ring 
hydroxylation is then urinary excretion of the dye.
3. Reductive Azo Group Cleavage: Reductive azo group
cleavage is also considered a detoxicating mechanism 
(Kinosita, 1940), having no direct positive connections with
the carcinogenic mechanism. Azo group reductase activity 
is greatly enhanced by a high riboflavin diet (Kensler et al., 
1941) which may explain the inhibitory effect which this 
vitamin has on azo dye carcinogenesis (Meuller and Miller,
1950).
1.4 Effect of Diet on The Carcinogenicity of MDAB
Most early investigations of azo dye carcinogenesis were 
carried out in Japan where the common animal diet consisted 
of unpolished rice. However as more varied animal diets !> 
became available it was found that the rate of tumour format­
ion was markedly altered by the addition of various natural 
materials to the diet (Nakahara et al,, 1939; Ando, 1938; 
Miner et al., 1943). In particular the quantity and type 
of fat added to diets containing DAB was shown to have quite 
marked effects on the rate of induction of tumours. In general 
saturated fats (iodine numbers 0 to 50) inhibited azo dye 
carcinogenesis while unsaturated fats (iodine numbers 80 to 
200) accentuated tumour formation (Miller et al., 1944; .
Kline et al., 1946; Miller and Bauman, 1946; Clayton, 1949). 
Cortell (1947) however reported that MDAB hepatocarcinogenesis 
was significantly inhibited by incorporation of 5% corn oil 
into the diet. More recently Tilo Schramm (1961) claimed 
that feeding ethyl linolenate at a level of 0.25 ml. per animal 
per day, completely inhibited carcinogenesis in rats receiving 
0.06% MDAB. On this dietary regime (0.06% MDAB) 90% to 100% 
of the test animals would be expected to develop tumours 
(Miller et al., 1957). The second part of this thesis presents
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data from animals which have been fed 0.06% MDAB concomitant­
ly with 3% ethyl linolenate in an attempt to repeat and further 
investigate the results and conclusions of Schramm (1961).
1.5 Tumour Carbohydrate Metabolism.
Cori and Cori (1925) discovered that tumours in situ 
used more glucose and released more lactate to the circulation 
than did normal tissues. As a consequence of this remarkable 
observation Warburg (1930) reported that production of lactate 
was due to enhanced rates of glycolysis by tumours. These 
enhanced glycolytic rates proceeded under both aerobic and 
anaerobic conditions. On the basis of his investigations 
Warburg proposed a theory of carcinogenesis in which the 
carcinogenic agent was presumed to inhibit respiration and 
the cell either died or adopted a fermentative mechanism 
to derive energy necessary for survival. Warburg considered 
that the site of initial damage was at the mitochondrial level, 
and as a consequence there developed an inadequacy of res­
piratory energy supply.
Warburg’s theory implies that damage to respiration is 
irreversible, but there has been no unequivocal demonstration 
that the respiration of tumours is disturbed. Weinhouse 
(1955), demonstrated that tumours exhibited a normal Pasteur 
effect, and that several normal tissues such as retina, 
leucocytes and intestinal mucosa have appreciable rates of 
aerobic glycolysis. In support of Weinhouse's arguments it 
was shown that mitochondria from neoplastic tissues have the 
full complement of the enzymes of the citric acid cycle
- 7-
(Barban and Schulze, 1956), and neoplastic cells have all 
of the functional respiratory pigments which serve as the 
components of the electron transport chain (Chance and Hess, 
1959) .
The development of a series of minimum deviation hepatomas 
(Morris, 1975), enabled very detailed examinations of the 
Warburg theory. The minimum deviation hepatomas closely 
resembled the tissue of origin and in principle allow a better 
evaluation of the metabolic derangements which accompany the 
malignant process. After studying several types of minimum 
deviation hepatomas Potter (1964) reached a view entirely 
opposite to that of Warburg and was prompted to state that 
"....these hepatoma fail to glycolyse glucose aerobically
or anaerobically.....resemble normal liver as closely as one
piece of liver resembles another....do not remotely resemble
the tumour tissue studied by Warburg...." Aisenberg and Morris
(1963) further reported that the minimum deviation tumours 
did not exhibit an abnormal rate of aerobic glycolysis, 
nor did they exhibit the normal Crabtree effect (inhibition 
of respiration on addition of exogenous glucose), which is 
characteristic of the energy metabolism of other tumours. 
Sweeney et al., (1963) reported that the net rate of lactate 
production remained normal in slow growing minimum deviation 
hepatomas. These studies made it difficult to maintain the 
generalisation that an accelerated rate of glycolysis is of 
critical significance to the neoplastic process and that all 
tumours derive a disproportionate amount of energy from
- 8-
glycolysis.
The above situation was responsible for the detailed 
studies of Burk et al., (1967). Using rigorously controlled 
experimental conditions Burk showed that there were increased 
initial rates of anaerobic and aerobic glycolysis by minimum 
deviation hepatoma cells studied in vitro. Similar studies 
were carried out by Gullino et al. , (1964, 1967) who developed 
methods for studying the metabolic exchanges of glucose, 
lactic acid and oxygen in a variety of tumours growing in
host rats in vivo. With all cancers studied, including
/>'
minimum deviation hepatomas, there was a marked increase 
in the concentration of lactate on passage of blood through 
the tumour.
From these preceeding studies at least two undeniable 
facts were established. The first being that tumour tissues 
in vitro possess a rate of aerobic glycolysis which is higher 
than that of many non tumour tissues. Secondly that neo­
plastic tissues in situ have a higher rate of lactate product­
ion than most normal tissues. These two findings are not 
the same and the equating of their meaning has been a source 
of some confusion. The first is an in vitro finding subject 
to all the uncertainties of physiological interpretation 
of that type of data. The second provides no credible 
indication of overall rates of glycolysis in tumours in vivo 
since in most normal tissue there is a nett utilisation of 
lactate.
Using chromatographic techniques Busch (1952, 1953)
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raeasured the intra tissue distribution of radioactivity from 
labelled glucose following the intravenous administration of 
the sugar to animals bearing the Walker 256 carcinoma. The 
rate of formation of radioactive lactate and utilisation of 
labelled glucose in brain, heart and kidney was found to be 
greater than was the rate in the tumour. Thus in these 
experiments the "rate of glycolysis" was not greater in the 
neoplastic tissue than in the non tumour tissue. Most non 
tumour tissues studied differed from the tumour in that the 
rate of transfer of the isotope from the lactate pool to 
other substances far exceeded the corresponding rate in the 
Walker tumour. This evidence then provides no support for the 
concept that the rateof glycolysis is high in tumours in vivo. 
Rather the production of lactic acid is high and this would 
appear to result from the inability of the tumour to further 
metabolise or distribute the carbon of lactate into the very 
rapid reactions of the triose pool. Furthermore when radio- 
actively labelled pyruvate was administered the tumour failed 
to transfer the label of the pyruvate in appreciable quantity 
to any other compound but lactic acid. In this respect it 
differed markedly from each of the other tissues studies 
(Busch, 1962).
The important fact that the overall rates of glucose 
utilization in other tissues, particularly brain, heart and 
kidney were equal to or greater than the rate of glucose 
utilization and lactate formation in the tumours indicated 
that neither differences in mechanism nor rates of glycolysis
- 10 -
could account for the excess production of lactate in tumours 
in vivo.
With these points of view in mind MDAB induced rat 
hepatomas were examined, both biochemically and morphological­
ly, with a view to identifying the lesion(s) in tumour 
metabolism which lead to the elevated rates of lactate pro­
duction under aerobic conditions.
1.6 Relevance of Experimental Approach
From the preceeding discussion it is clear that to gain 
true insights into the metabolic lesion which effects 
lactate accumulation in tumours, experimental data must 
be obtained from tissues under in vivo or as near in vivo 
conditions as possible. Consequently data reported here 
were obtained from each of the following experimental 
systems.
1. Isolated, perfused normal and tumour 
bearing liver
2. "Freeze clamped" normal and tumour 
bearing liver
3. Mitochondria isolated from normal and 
tumour bearing liver
1.6.1 The Isolated Perfused Rat Liver.
Of the many experimental techniques for studying liver 
metabolism the perfusion of the whole organ has become the 
most useful (Newsholme and Gevers, 1967; Ross, 1972). Some 
advantages of perfused liver over other types of in vitro
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tissue preparations, eg. tissue slice or homogenates, are 
(i) The supply of substrates and the removal of end products 
take place through the capillary circulation, so that 
diffusion problems are minimized. (ii) There is generally 
a greater quantity of undamaged tissue available and (iii)
It is possible to have simple criteria as to whether the 
tissue is functioning normally or not, eg. the colour of a 
perfused liver, flow rate of perfusate, bile production, 
oxygen uptake, carbon dioxide release and constancy of 
substrate utilization. The perfused liver appears to be a 
satisfactory physiological preparation by a number of criteria, 
eg. the histological appearance, the rate of oxygen 
consumption and the rate of bile production (Miller et al.,
1951; Brauer et al., 1951; Mortimer, 1961). Moreover the 
contents of metabolic intermediates in freeze-clamped perfused 
livers (Schimassek, 1963) were very similar to those obtained 
in situ (Hohorst et al., 1959). Hems et al. (1966) found
the biosynthetic capacity of the perfused liver to be very 
high. In the studies reported here isolated rat liver 
perfusions were performed in order to gauge lactate production, 
oxygen consumption and rates of glycolysis in normal and tumour 
bearing rat livers.
1.6.2 "Freeze Clamped" Rat Liver.
The efficacy of measurement of metabolite concentrations 
in vivo by this method is well documented and requires no 
further introduction (Wollenberger et al., 1960; Faupel et
al., 1972; Newsholme and Gevers, 1967). Using freeze clamp
- 12-
techniques the redox and adenylate status of the cytoplasmic 
and mitochondrial compartments were calculated in vivo.
The concentrations of calcium and magnesium were also measured 
in freeze clamped tissue sampled during the time course of 
MDAB induced hepatocarcinogenesis.
1.6.3 Isolated Rat Liver Mitochondria.
Although isolated mitochondria have been reported to show 
evidence of having been structually altered during isolation 
procedures (Tandler & Hoppel, 1972) selected biochemical 
parameters eg. phosphorous: oxygen (P:0) ratios and rates of
oxygen uptake theoretically approach those of the tissue in vivo 
situation (Wainio, 1970). Respiratory control ratios, P:0 
ratios and rates of oxygen uptake were determined using 
mitochondria isolated from rat liver during the time course 
of MDAB induced hepatocarcinogenesis.
1.7 Justification for the Use of MDAB
The system studied was the MDAB induced rat hepatoma.
MDAB was chosen for two reasons (i) Because it is chiefly 
metabolised by the liver (ie. it is a specific hepatocarcino- 
gen) and has little or no direct effect on other organs 
(Terrayama, 1967; Miller and Miller, 1953) and (ii). 
it is capable of consistently producing hepatomas in the rat 
within a comparatively short period ( 2 - 4  months), (Giese et 
al. , 1945).
1.8 Stages of MDAB Induced Hepatoma Development
MDAB has also an early stage toxic effect on rat liver
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as well as the better known carcinogenic effect. The 
cytotoxic effects of MDAB are most pronounced during the first 
28 days of carcinogen feeding and are evidenced by tissue 
destruction (Price et al., 1952; Opie, 1946).
It is also notable that if the carcinogen is fed for 
a period of less than 28 days, the carcinogenic activity 
of MDAB is not manifest and no tumours are formed (Arcos 
et al., 1960). During this period the yellow colour of the 
carcinogen is visibly evident in the liver. Approximately 
10 - 15% of animals die from the toxic effects of the 
carcinogen during this time.
The next period of carcinogenesis is termed the pre­
neoplastic phase and encompasses the time period from the 
30th day of carcinogen feeding up to the 90th day. The 
yellow carcinogen colour at this stage is no longer visible 
in the livers. This period is typified by reparative process­
es with new cells being derived from both parenchymal units 
and bile duct cells (Opie, 1944). These new cells show the 
increased basophilia of rapidly growing cells and are thought 
to be the units from which the hepatomas and cholangiomas 
eventually arise (Porter and Bruni, 1959). During this period 
however the biochemical features of the carcinogenic process 
are masked by the effects of the presence of carcinogen in 
the system under study. The carcinogen is removed from the 
diet after 100 days of feeding. Rat livers were examined 
after a further two, twelve or fourteen weeks on normal rat 
chow diet. After 112 days from commencement of carcinogen
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feeding small tumourlets were present in 10 - 20% of animals 
investigated. After 180 days macroscopically distinct tumours 
were present in 80 - 90% of the livers examined. On a weight 
basis tumour tissue comprises 35 + 10% of the total liver 
mass. Necrotic tissue is at a minimum and this is the type 
of liver which is used in the perfusion studies of 'tumour 
bearing' livers. After 200 days from commencement of carcino­
gen feeding approximately 70% of the animals have died.
The livers of the animals surviving past 200 days have 
90 + 10% of the liver composed of tumour tissue. This type 
of liver is referred to as "whole tumour".
- 15-
CHAPTER 2
ISOLATED LIVER PERFUSION STUDIES 
2.1 Introduction.
Owing to the unique advantages offered by isolated rat 
liver perfusion (see section 1.6.1) this type of tissue 
preparation was utilized to investigate the following aspects 
of tumour metabolism.
1. The almost universal finding of excessive production 
of lactate by tumour tissue.
2. The rate of glycolysis from glucose to the triose 
phosphates which was estimated by an isotopic method that is 
completely independent of estimates of either glucose uptake 
or lactate production.
3. The rate of substrate cycling of fructose 6-phosphate/ 
fructose 1,6-diphosphate was estimated with a view to it's 
possible role in the maintenance of elevated temperatures by 
tumour tissue.
4. The rate of oxygen uptake from the perfusate was 
estimated, in the light of the widely held view that tumour 
metabolism is basically 'anaerobic' even in a milieu that 
is rich in oxygen.
5. The acute effects of hyperthermia, a tumour 
regressive agent, were examined since it has been proposed 
that altered glycolytic rates observed after hyperthermic 
treatment of tissue are a result of initial changes of protein 
biosynthesis at the transcriptional or translational levels
of nucleic acids.
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2.2 Lactate Production in Isolated Perfused Hat Liver.
The claim of Warburg (1930) concerning the excessive 
production of lactic acid by tumour tissue is one of the few 
biochemical characteristics common to most if not all 
tumours, studied either in vivo (Cori and Cori; 1925; Busch, 
1962; Block, 1974) or in vitro (Warburg, 1930; Burk et al., 
1967). (The transplantable hepatoma 5123 may be an exception 
(Weber et al., 1961; Weber, 1962). Verification of this 
phenomena in MDAB induced rat hepatomas was investigated by 
perfusion of isolated, normal and tumour bearing rat livers.
2.2.1 Materials and Methods
ANIMALS: Outbred male Wistar rats were used in all experiments.
Normal rats were age matched to experimental animals.
DIET: Animals received rat cubes (Allied Feeds, Pty., Ltd.,
Rhodes, N.S.W.) and water ad libitum. Carcinogen (MDAB,
Tokyo Casei Co., Tokyo) was incorporated into the diet by 
dissolving it in ethanol, 6 g MDAB/1800 ml ethanol. The 
ethanolic solution was spread evenly over the rat cubes 
(10 kg), allowing uniform saturation. The cubes were then 
air dried yielding a uniform concentration of MDAB in the 
rat cubes of 0.06% (W/W).
TUMOUR INDUCTION: Tumours were induced by feeding the
carcinogen treated rat cubes to 10 week old male Wistar 
rats for a period of 100 days followed by a further 80 + 100 
days when animals received normal rat cube diet.
HOUSING: Animals were maintained on sawdust in cages measuring
62 cm. x 25 cm x 10 cm, (4 animals per cage), in an air
- 17-
conditioned animal house (21°C.) with 12 hour artificial 
light and dark periods (8 to 8). In all experiments animals 
were sacrificed at 10.00 A.M. + 30 min.
PERFUSION: Animals were anaesthetised with diethyl ether and
secured in a supine position on a warmed (37°C) operating 
table. A midline incision was made from the base of the 
xyphisternum to the umbilicus. At the xyphoid process the 
incision was extended laterally just below the central 
margin to about midflank. The common bile duct was exposed 
and cannulated with a polyethylene cannula ("Intramedic"
I.D. 0.037 mm, O.D. 1.075 mm). Heparin (100 units) was 
administered via the posterior vena cava. The portal vein 
was cannulated (Polyethylene I.D. 1.20 mm, O.D. 1.70 mm) 
about 4 cm caudal to the porta hepatis and perfusion with 
carbogenated ("Carbogen" 95% oxygen:5% carbon dioxide) saline 
(40°C) at 8 ml/min was immediately commenced using a Braun 
Perfusor (Type 871104, B. Braun, Melsungen A.G., West Germany). 
The posterior vena cava was cut as perfusion flow commenced. 
After five minutes of saline preperfusion the liver was • 
attached to a perfusion apparatus as described by Miller 
et al., (1951) and perfusion was commenced.
During the one hour of perfusion the cabinet and perfusate 
were automatically adjusted to maintain the temperature of 
the perfused liver at 37°C. The basic perfusion fluid 
consisted of a total volume of 150 ml of Krebs - Ringer 
bicarbonate buffer pH 7.4 (Umbreit et al., 1964) and was made 
2.5% (W/V) with bovine serum albumin (Fraction V, Calbiochem
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FIGURE 2: 
CONCENTRATIONS OF LACTATE AND GLUCOSE IN PERFUSATE OF TUMOUR BEARING RAT LIVER
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Aust.) In addition the perfusion medium contained glucose 
(5.0 mM). At each 10 minute interval of the perfusion, a 
5 ml sample of the perfusate was taken into 5.0 ml of 0.6 M 
perchloric acid.
DETERMINATION OF LACTATE AND GLUCOSE: The acid treated
aliquots of perfusate were centrifuged (3,000 g x 10 min) 
to remove the precipitated protein. The supernatant fluid 
was removed and adjusted to pH 7.0 with saturated potassium 
hydroxide. The resulting precipitate of potassium perchlorate 
was removed by centrifugation as above. The supernatant 
fluid was assayed for lactate (Hohorst, 1965) and glucose 
(Slein, 1965).
2.2.2 RESULTS.
Normal (Fig. 1) and tumour bearing (Fig. 2) liver 
produced 75.9 + 2.9 and 87.7 +5.5 ymol of lactate per gram 
of tissue (wet weight) respectively during the one hour . 
perfusion. The more significant difference between these 
two tissue preparations was found in a contrast of the rates 
of utilisation of the exogenous glucose by these two tissues. 
Normal liver consumed 2.4 + 1.4 ymol of glucose per gram per 
hour while tumour bearing liver consumed 10.3 + 2.45 yrnol 
of glucose per gram of tissue per hour.
2.2.3 DISCUSSION.
The results of Figures 1 and 2 are consistent with the 
proposition that tumours in vivo consume more glucose-and
produce more lactate than the normal cognate tissues.
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(Gullino et a l ., 1964; 1967; Cori and Cori, 1925) Thus tumour 
tissue and tumour, bearing tissue would appear to possess 
higher glycolytic rates and extent of glycolysis than normal tissue. The data d 
not however provide and exhibit unequivocal proof for the case 
that the tumour,bearing liver has a greater than normal 
glycolytic rate. One of the most difficult problems of 
investigations of intermediary metabolism is that involving 
unequivocal quantitative measurement of whole metabolic 
pathways. This is an age old problem in carbohydrate 
metabolism and only recently has a method been developed 
(Clark et a l ., 1974) which allows measurements of a segment 
of the glycolytic pathway and which is completely independent 
of data involving glucose utilisation or lactate production 
studies. The method of Clark thus allows independent 
investigation of the above phenomenon.
2.3 QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS OF A SEGMENT OF THE GLYCOLYTIC 
PATHWAY AND OF THE SUBSTRATE CYCLING OF FRUCTOSE 6-PHOSPHATE.
2.3.1 INTRODUCTION.
Glycolysis: To date rates of glycolysis in tumour tissue,
as in the normal cognate tissue, have been estimated using 
either tissue slice preparations (Burk, Woods and Hunter, 1967) 
or tissue homogenates (Rubenchik, 1974; Chai-Ho Lo, 1967) but 
very rarely in whole cells as Warburg had done (1930). Methods 
involving either slices or homogenates obviously remove the 
tissue from it's normal in vivo vascular supply and therefore 
may be expected to significantly derange the control of the
normal oxygen and carbon dioxide gas tensions which function
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in vivo to regulate the type of metabolism which may occur. 
Apart from the above added factors involving enzyme dilution 
or loss, tissue damage, and ion leakage (Ross, 1972) are 
all critical features of techniques which involve gross tissue 
disturbances.
The glycolytic rate may classically (and questionably) 
be determined from the rate of lactate production by the 
tissue in question (Umbreit, Burris and Stauffer, 1964).
From the results of Busch (1962) however there appears to 
be an inability by tumour tissues to adequately metabolise 
lactate or pyruvate. Therefore lactate accumulation in 
tumour tissue may not be truely indicative of that tissues 
glycolytic rate.
In 1974 (Clark et al., 1974) a rather novel method for 
the estimation of the rate of glycolysis between glucose and 
the triose phosphates became available. This method involved 
the metabolism of isotopically labelled glucose and was . 
completely independent of the rate of either glucose uptake 
or lactate production. Consequently this method was applied 
to normal and tumour bearing isolated perfused rat livers.
Substrate Cycling of Fructose 6-phosphate: Tumour tissue
in general, has been reported to maintain a temperature in 
vivo which is measurably higher than the temperature of the 
surrounding host tissue (Lawson and Chugtai, 1963). It has 
in fact been estimated that carcinoma tissue produces as much
_3as 13 m watts, cm while normal liver produces only 3 m 
- 3watts, cm . (Draper and Boag, 1971). These results were
- 2 3 -
FIGURE 3: PROPOSED METABOLISM OF [ 5 - H 3 ] GLUCOSE BY RAT LIVER
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based on calculations inyolying the quantity of oxygen 
utilized by the respective tissues. Acceptance of the above 
data implies that carcinoma tissue consumes a greater 
amount of oxygen than does normal liver. "Extra oxygen 
consumption" has been observed in various gluconeogenic tissue 
preparations on the addition of appropriate glucose forming 
substrates and it has been proposed that a substrate cycle 
such as the fructose 6-phosphate/fructose 1,6-diphosphate 
cycle would explain this phenomenon (Newsholme and Gevers,
1967) . For each molecule of fructose 6-phosphate which 
traverses the cycle one molecule of ATP is hydrolysed and the 
resultant energy is dissipated as heat.
A by product of the method of Clark et al., (1974) is 
the assessment of the degree of substrate cycling of fructose 
6-phosphate/fructose 1,6-diphosphate catalyzed by the enzymes 
phosphofructokinase (EC2.7.1.11) and fructose 1,6-diphosphatase 
(EC3.1.3.11) . Consequently this parameter was measured 
concomitantly with glycolysis in normal and tumour bearing 
livers.
2.3.2. Theory Involved in the Measurement of a Segment of 
the Glycolytic Pathway
3 14The theoretical background to the use of [5- H], [U- C] 
glucose for the estimation of the rate of glucose phosphory­
lation, fructose 6-phosphate "substrate cycling" and glycolysis 
(as far as the formation of triose phosphates) is treated in 
the paper by Clark et al., (1974). The general reaction
sequence is shown in Figure 3.
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Basically [5-3H][U-l4C] glucose is metabolised to the
correspondingly labelled fructose 1,6-diphosphate. Fructose
1,6-diphosphate is instantaneously cleaved in a reaction
catalysed by aldolase to yield [2- H][U- C] glyceraldehyde
r 14 t3-phosphate and [U- CJ dihydroxyacetone phosphate. When 
these two triose phosphates are equilibrated in the reaction
3catalysed by triose phosphate isomerase H label is lost
from the [2- H] glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate into water. If
the two species of triose phosphates formed by the action of
triose phosphate isomerase are now reacted in an aldolase
catalysed step then [U-^C] fructose 1,6-diphosphate is formed,
r 14 iwhich may be converted by a cyclic process into [_U- CJ 
hexose 6-phosphate.
The basic equations of Clark et al., (1974) have been
used to assess the three above mentioned features of glyco­
lysis. However, the equations are somewhat modified from those 
of Clark et al., (1974) in order that they can be used to
assess the above parameters in the isolated perfused liver.
The rate of phosphorylation of fructose 6-phosphate is 
calculated from the following equation:
H-6-P phosphorylation H released
(specific radioactivity X Weight of 
. . oi H in H-6-P) liver
3 3where H released is equivalent to the rate of H appearance
in perfusate water, which is assumed to be continuous with
cellular water.
The rate of cycling of fructose 6-phosphate/fructose
■ 3 141,6-diphosphate is proportional to the decrease in the H: C
ratio in the hexose 6-phosphates such that:
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F-6-P = H-6-P X (1- iC~ H--6-~P—  )
cycled phosphorylation ( n/ AC glucose )
( )
The rate of glycolysis may then be estimated from the 
rate of hexose 6-phosphate phosphorylation minus the rate at 
which fructose 1,6-diphosphate is back cycled:
rate of Glycolysis = rate of hexose —  F-6-P Cycled
H-6-P phosphorylation
2.3.3 Materials and Methods
Animals, diets and all details involved in the perfusion 
and the basic perfusion medium are described in section 2.2.1.
The additions to the basic perfusion medium for these studies 
were 2.55 pCi [U-^^C] glucose and 50 pCi [5-^H] glucose 
(Amersham-Searle, Amersham, England). Both radioactively 
labelled compounds were added directly to the perfusion 
medium free of added carrier. The total concentration of glucose 
added being 50 pmol. After one hour of continuous perfusion, 
the liver was disconnected from the apparatus and immediately 
removed into a stainless steel mortar containing liquid nitrogen. 
The liver was quickly groundto a fine powder using a stainless 
steel pestle. The powdered liver was then weighed and 
homogenised (Waring Blendor, model 3390-D65) in 8 vol. of 
0.6 M perchloric acid. The perchloric acid extract was centri­
fuged (Sorvall, model RC-2B.SS-34 rotor) at 12,000g for 10 min 
at 4°C and the supernatant fluid was adjusted to pH 8.5 with 
ice cold saturated potassium hydroxide solution and the solution 
allowed to stand at 0°C for 30 min to allow complete 
precipitation of potassium perchlorate. The precipitate was 
removed by centrifugation as described above. The supernatant
fluid was then treated as follows.
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Liver Perchlorate Extract:
Glucose and hexose 6-phosphates were isolated from the
liver perchlorate extracts using borate column chromatography
(Williams et al. , 1971). Ammonia and borate ions were removed
from glucose and hexose phosphates by the method of Williams
et al., (1971). Hexose 6-phosphates were assayed by the method
2 14of Hohorst (1965). The amounts of H and C present in 
each sugar and sugar phosphate fraction were determined by 
liquid scintillation counting using "diotol" (Nuclear 
Chicago (a)) scintillation fluid and the dual isotope counting 
procedures described by Nuclear Chicago (b). A refrigerated 
scintillation counter (Beckman, model 3375, Tri-carb. 
scintillation spectrophotometer) was used for all measurements 
of radioactivity.
Perfusate Perchlorate Extract;
At the same time as the liver was removed from the 
perfusion chamber, a sample (100 ml) of perfusion fluid was 
also taken and treated with an equal volume of 0.6 M perch­
loric acid. The solution was centrifuged as described above 
and the supernatant fluid adjusted to pH 7.0 with ice cold 
saturated potassium hydroxide solution. Potassium perchlorate 
was removed as detailed above and the supernatant fluid was 
made up to final volume of 220 ml.
3The H radioactivity in the protein free perfusate was 
measured as follows. Two 0.5 ml samples of the protein free 
perfusate were taken. To one sample 25 ml "diotol" scintill­
ation fluid was added. The second sample was repeatedly 
(5 times) evaporated to dryness under vacuum (25°C) and reconstitute
- 2 8 -
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wit h 0.5 ml aliquots of distilled water each time. To this
sample was finally added 25 ml of "diotol". Both samples
3were then counted for H radioactivity. The difference in
3H radioactivity expressed as d.p.m., between the two
3samples was taken to be HgO.
2.3.4 Results
There was no significant difference in the estimated 
glycolytic rates between normal and tumour bearing livers.
The rate of fructose 6-phosphate phosphorylation was 
lowered by 21% as a result of the liver being tumour bearing, 
326 + 128 compared with 286 + 49 nmol. min. -1g_1. The 
estimated "cycling" of fructose 1,6-diphosphate was halved 
in the tumour bearing liver, being 111 + 45 to 55 + 6 nmol. 
min • S for normal of tumour bearing liver respectively.
2.3.5 Discussion
Two enzymes are involved in the reactions separating
fructose 6-phosphate phosphorylation and triose phosphate
formation ie. phosphofructokinase and aldolase. In normal
rat liver the maximum catalytic capacity of aldolase is
far in excess of the activity of phosphofructokinase (Scrutton
and Utter, 1968). Since phosphofructokinase is the rate
limiting enzyme in this sequence, then the rate of fructose
6-phosphate phosphorylation may be taken as an estimate
of the activity of phosphofructokinase in situ, which
may be accepted as closely approximating the enzyme
activity in vivo. A similar relationship between phospho-
fructokinase and aldolase was also shown to exist in MDAB
induced rat hepatomas. Irving et al.. (1972) reported that
^There was no significant difference between the results when the 
"Student ~t -Test" was applied to these data.
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there were no differences in the maximum catalytic capacities of 
these two enzymes in the normal and tumour bearing (MDAB induced) 
rat livers. Thus phosphofructokinase activity has been estimated 
to be decreased by 21% in tumour tissue in vivo.
The substrate cycling'' of fructose 1,6 —diphosphate is dependent 
on the activity of the enzyme fructose 1,6-diphosphatase. Consequently 
the quantitative rate of cycling of fructose 1,6—diphosphate may 
be accepted as the measure of the activity of fructose 1,6—diphosphat— 
ase in the isolated whole liver. On this basis fructose 1,6-diphos­
phatase activity in tumour bearing liver is calculated to be 50% 
lower than the corresponding activity measured in normal liver.
It has been shown that the maximum catalytic capacity of phos­
phof ructokinase in vitro does not change during MDAB induced hepa- 
tocarcinogenesis (Irving et al., 1972). One may therefore suggest 
that enzyme modifiers in vivo are acting to depress the activity of 
phosphofructokinase. Fructose 1, 6-diphosphatase activity was 
decreased by 50% as a result of the liver being tumour bearing.
Irving et al., (1972) also reported a 66% decrease in the maximum 
catalytic capacity of this enzyme as a consequence of MDAB induced 
hepatocarcinogenesis. Consequently the decrease in activity of the 
enzyme may be due to a decrease in the number of enzyme molecules 
present in the system. Thus part of the flexibility of the control 
mechanisms of metabolism of hexose phosphates at this point 
appears to be lost in the tumour bearing liver. Further since 
"substrate cycling" of fructose 6-phosphate was decreased in the 
tumour bearing liver it is not possible to
lince there was no significant difference between the estimated 
rates (in vivo) of fructose 6-phosphate phosphorylation in the 
livers of normal and tumour bearing animals (see 2.3.4) the above 
suggestion must be viewed with caution.
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conclude that this cycle will contribute to extra heat pro­
duction by the tumour.
The resultant effect of a 21% decline in phosphofructo- 
kinase activity in the organ and a 50% fall in the activity 
of fructose 1,6-diphosphate may be responsible for the 
calculated constancy of the rates of glycolysis from glucose 
to triose phosphate formation in both the normal and 
tumour bearing tissue.
These data shed some new light on the Warburg proposal 
that tumour bearing is associated with increased glycolytic 
flux. The results calculated here indicate that there is 
little difference in the glycolytic rate between normal 
and tumour bearing livers. The results also show that the 
relative constancy of the glycolytic rate in these two metabolic 
situations may be fortuitously due to very significant 
differences in the activities of the two enzymes which 
control the degree of substrate cycling at the fructose 
6-phosphate/fructose 1,6-diphosphate site. The fact that 
there is less cycling in the tumour bearing liver may be 
responsible for the ultimate similarity in the rates of 
triose phosphate formation by this segment of glycolysis 
spanning the reactions from glucose phosphorylation to 
triose phosphate formation.
2.4 Rates of Oxygen Uptake by Isolated Perfused, Normal 
and Tumour Bearing Rat Liver.
2,4.1 Introduction
The increased production of lactate by tumours may be due
to a number of causes among which are (a) increased rates 
of glycolysis (b) mechanisms which are inadequate for the 
reoxidation of cytoplasmically generated NADH (Lanoue 
et al., 1974) and the consequent acceptance by pyruvate of 
such accumulations of reducing equivalents resulting in 
excess lactate formation. The results given in section
2.2 show that proposition (a) is not supported for MDAB 
induced rat hepatomas. Consideration of proposal (b) 
involves the investigation of the relative rates of oxygen 
uptake by normal and tumour bearing liver. To this end 
total oxygen uptake by the isolated normal and tumour 
bearing organs was measured during one hour of perfusion.
2.4.2 Materials and Methods.
Animals, diets, induction of tumours and perfusion 
details are given in section 2.2.1. There were no 
additions to the basic perfusion medium. (Thus the liver 
only utilized endogenous substrate reserves). Oxygen 
uptake by the liver was measured from the differences 
in the oxygen tension of the perfusion fluid entering the 
liver via the portal vein and leaving the organ by the 
draining hepatic veins. Oxygen tensions were measured 
using a (Radiometer B M S 3 Mk 11 Blood Micro System) blood 
gas analyser.
Oxygen uptake measured in ml. min.-1g_1 was calculated using 
the following equation:
C> 2 = PO2  x a x V (Ganong, 1965)
g
where 09 =
PO2 =
ml oxygen consumed, min. 
oxygen tension (mm Hg)_, 
0.000032 ml oxygen, ml mm Hg-1a
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V = flow rate of perfusate ml. min. 
g = weight of liver (g)
2.4.3 Results
The data of table 2.2 demonstrate that normal and tumour
bearing liver consumed 700 + 88 and 794 + 82 nmol, oxygen.
. - 1  - 1  , . min. g liver.
2.4.4 Discussion
The data show that tumour bearing liver consumed more 
oxygen than did the normal liver. Thus the proposal that 
a relative lack of oxygen uptake by tumours may significantly 
contribute to a mode of metabolism which features high rates 
of glycolysis and implies high rates of cytoplasmic synthesis 
of ATP is not supported by the data of Table 2. On the con­
trary the data establish that the tumour bearing liver 
behaves in a manner completely opposite to that implied by 
the Warburg theory of tumour metabolism.
2.5 The Acute Effect of Hyperthermia on the Glycolytic Rate 
of Normal and Tumour Bearing, Isolated, Perfused Rat Liver.
2.5.1 Introduction
The regressive effects of hyperthermia on cancerous 
growth have been known for more than one hundred years.
Busch (1866) described the complete dissappearance of a 
proven facial sarcoma after the patient had suffered from two 
attacks of erysispelas, a condition clinically characterised 
by regional hyperthermia. Reports of a similar nature
followed (Bruns, 1887; Gerster, 1892) until 1893 when Coley 
described the use of induced hyperthermia (artificially 
induced fever) as a tumour regressive agent. As early as 
1898 Westermark reported tumour regression of inoperable 
cancers after treatment with general and local hyperthermia 
(hot baths). Following further investigations it was 
(Westermark, 1927) concluded that the primary action of 
hyperthermia caused damage to the enzymes of glycolysis, 
and that the thermal sesnitivity of tissues increased in 
parrallel with their glycolytic capacity.
More recently Dickson and Shah (1972) demonstrated that 
increased incubation temperatures of cells in culture caused 
"the integrated machinery of the cell to be disturbed and 
that decreases in respiration and glycolysis were secondary 
changes to more subtle damage at the RNA level."
The experiments reported in this section demonstrate 
the effects of hyperthermia on the in situ enzymic activities 
of phosphofructokinase and fructose 1,6-diphosphatase to­
gether with the glycolytic rate in normal and tumour bearing 
liver under acute (1 h) hyperthermic (42°C) conditions.
Results are contrasted with the values of these data obtained 
under normothermic (37°C) conditions (See section 2.2.).
2.5.2 Materials and Methods
The procedures for perfusion are fully described in 
section 2.2.1 with the exception that livers were maintained 
at 42°C during the perfusion. The interior temperature of 
the liver during the hyperthermic and normothermic experiments
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was checked using an implanted thermocouple.
2,5.3 Results
The data of Table 2.3 show that hyperthermia effected a 
decrease in the activity of phosphofructokinase both in 
normal (21%) and tumour bearing (50%) liver. Fructose 1, 
6-diphosphatase activity was increased however, by hyperth­
ermia, in both normal (39%) and tumour bearing (68%) liver.
The measured glycolytic rate from glucose to the triose 
phosphates was decreased by 47% and 77% in normal and tumour 
bearing liver respectively.
2.5.4, Discussion
Hyperthermia caused an immediate change of the 
glycolytic capacity of both tissues. It resulted in an 
increased rate of cycling of fructose 6-phosphate. The net 
result was a decrease in the glycolytic rate of the tumour to 
20% of the corresponding rate in normal liver at 37°C. The 
effects were present within one hour of hyperthermic treatment 
and consequently cannot be attributed to primary damage at 
the RNA level.
In the context of these experiments hyperthermia appears 
to operate by depleting the cells capacity to supply cyto- 
plasmically generated energy in the form of ATP. This appears 
to occur by at least two mechanisms. Firstly hyperthermia 
decreases the glycolytic rate by decreasing the apparent 
activity of phosphofructokinase in situ. Secondly hyper­
thermia increases cycling of fructose 6-phosphate, thus
- 38-
increasing the loss of energy at this step. A third 
mechanism has been shown by Mondovi et al., (1969) to 
involve a hyperthermically generated deleterious effect on 
mitochondrial function.
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CHAPTER 3
STUDIES USING FREEZE CLAMPED RAT LIVER
This chapter is concerned to investigate changes in 
the concentrations of metabolites in "freeze clamped" rat 
liver during the course of MDAB induced hepatocarcinogenesis. 
Metabolites which were assayed were chosen with a view to 
their potential use in the determination of (i) redox 
ratios, (ii) adenylate ratios, or (iii) compartmented 
metabolite concentrations. Liver calcium and magnesium 
concentrations were also estimated throughout the time 
course of the hepatocarcinogenesis because of their proposed 
regulatory capacities in cellular metabolism (Krebs and 
Veech, 1969).
3.1 Measurement of the Redox State of the Pyridine Nucleotides 
and of the Phosphorylation State of the Adenylates in The 
Cytoplasmic and Mitochondrial Compartments of Freeze Clamped 
Rat Liver.
3.1.1 Historical Introduction
The redox state of the pyridine nucleotides and the 
phosphorylation state of the adenylates are characteristic 
parameters reflecting the physiological integrity of living 
tissues. The redox ratio combined with the appropriate 
phosphorylation state of the adenylates have the inherent 
potential to support and direct anabolic and catabolic processes.
Early studies of metabolite concentrations in living tissue 
neither distinguished between free (thermodynamically active) 
and bound (kinetically active) metabolites, nor made
- 40-
any attempt to compartment these metabolites within the cell. 
(Holzer et al., 1954; Thorn et al., 1955). It has been 
known since 1955 (dock and McLean) that the total cellular 
NAD+ is present primarily in the oxidised form, while NADP is 
present predominantly in the reduced form. Ultimately Holzer 
et al., (1956) published a method by which the free [NAD]:
[NADH] of the cytoplasmic compartment of the cell could be 
measured. The method utilised the substrate and product 
concentrations of the lactate dehydrogenase reaction. Equation 
1 .
[LACTATE] [NAD+] = K LDH Eqn. 1.
[PYRUVATE J [NADH J [H ] eq *
since K is constant any changes in pyruvate or lactate 
concentrations will allow the direct measurement of the ratio 
of "free" [NAD ] to "free" [NADH]. (It was assumed that the 
[H+] remained constant Holzer et al., 1956).
The principles of Holzer et al., (1956) were expanded in 
1959 when Hohorst and Bucher studied the [NAD+ ] : [NADH'] of
rat liver cytoplasm using the reactants and equilibria of the 
three enzyme systems involving lactate dehydrogenase, a -  
glycerophosphate dehydrogenase and malate dehydrogenase. 
Williamson et al., (1969) reported a method for the measurement 
of the mitochondrial [NAD+] : [NADIl] using the reactants and 
equilibria of the 3-OH, butyrate dehydrogenase or glutamate 
dehydrogenase catalysed reactions. Methods involving the above 
theoretical framework, for the estimation of the corresponding 
cytoplasmic and mitochondrial [NADP+]:[NADPH] redox couples 
followed (Veech, Eggleston and Krebs, 1969; Krebs and Veech,
- 41-
1969) .
The next development occurred in 1970 (Veech, Raijman and 
Krebs) when a method was proposed whereby the cytoplasmic phos­
phorylation state of the adenylates could be measured using the 
reactant concentrations and equilibria of the following enzyme 
catalysed reactions. Equations 2-4.
NAD+ + Pi + GA3P NADH + 1,3-DPG + H+ Eqn. 21
1,3-DPG + ADP ------- ----- * 3-PGA + ATP Eqn.3^
from the above reactions it follows that:
[ATP] = [NAD+] X [GAoP] X K Eqn.±-
[ADP][HP0~] [NADH] r^PGAj Gq
where K equals the combined equilibrium constants of the glyceralde-
hyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase reaction and 3-phosphoglycerate
-6kinase catalysed reactions (Keq = 5.9 x 10 M, Veech, et al.,
1970) . The [NAD+]:[NADH] was calculated from the lactate dehydro­
genase redox couple. In the same year (1970) Krebs and Veech 
extended their theoretical studies and presented methods for the 
estimation of the phosphorylation state of the adenylates of the 
mitochondrial compartment. Their treatment involved the following 
react ions.Equations 5-7
*PYR + co2 + ATP  ^ .-----1 OAA + ADP + HP04 + 2H
4- 4- Eqn. 5OAA + NADH + H Y--- MAL + NAD
Eqn . 6
Thus :
[ATP] = [n a d +] X [MAL] X K Eqn. 7
LADPjLHPOp [nadhj Lp y r j l c o 27
Where K equals the combined equilibrium constants of pyruvate
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carboxylase and malate dehydrogenase (Keq = 1.21 x 10 M,
Krebs and Veech, 1970). The mitochondrial [NAD+]:[NADH] 
was calculated from the 3-OH, butyrate dehydrogenase redox 
couple.
3.1.2 Theoretical Introduction
The theoretical basis on which the free [NAD(P)+] : 
[NAD(P)H] may be determined is demonstrated by the following 
equation. Equation 8.
[OXIDISED SUBSTRATE] X [NAD(P)H] = K Eqn. 8.
[REDUCED SUBSTRATE] X [NAD(P)+] X [H+]
where K represents the equilibrium constant for the particular 
enzyme system(s) involved.
In practice the operation of this theory depends on the 
following assumptions:
(i) Both the enzyme and it's substrates are compartmented 
within the cell and the concentration of the substrates 
within the compartment occupied by the enzyme is known.
(ii) The activity of the enzyme must be such that the products 
and reactants of the reaction catalysed are mainained at 
thermodynamic equilibrium.
In the cytoplasmic compartment of the liver cell at 
least three enzyme systems may be used to determine the 
cytoplasmic [ NAD+] :[NADH] . i.e. lactate dehydrogenase 
(EC 1.1.1.27), a-glycerophosphate dehydrogenase (EC.1.1.1.6) 
and malate dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.37).
The mitochondria on the other hand may be divided into 
at least three compartments with respect to both the pyridine
- 43 -
TABLE 3.1: EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS BOR ENZYME REACTIONS USED IN THE
ESTIMATION OF TISSUE REDOX RATIOS.
ENZYME DEFINITION OF VALUE OF
SYSTEM E.C. Number CONSTANT CONSTANT REFERENCE
IDH 1.1.1.27 [pyr][nadh]
Llac][nad+J
l.lLxlO-4 Williamson 
et al., 1967
aGPffl 1.1.1.6 [niAP][NAm]
ba^JLNAD+j
1.3xl0-4 Russman
1967
MDH 1.1.1.37 [oaa][naeh]
[malJLnad+]
2.78x10"5 Williamson 
et al., 1967
BBEH 1.1.1.30 [AA][NADH]
LBBJLNAD+J
4.93xl0-2 Williamson 
et al., 1967
a n
(NAD)
1.4.1.2 [OXOGLU][ Mit][NADH]
LgluJLnad+J
3.87x10-6M Engel and 
Dalziel 1957
6POH 1.1.1.43 [ Ru-5-P] [C0J[ NADPH] 
[6PGJLNADP+1
0.172M Villet and 
Dalziel 1969
ME 1.1.1.40 [pyr][oo0][nadph]
LmalJLnaÖp+J
3.44x 10_2M Veech 1968
ICDH 1.1.1.42 [OXOGLU][OOo][NADPH] 
LICTJLNADP-^]
1.17M Londesborough 
& Dalziel,1968
an
(NADP)
1.4.1.4 [OXOGLU] [NH+] [NADPH]
[gluJLnadp]
2.49x 10-6M Engel and 
Dalziel-, 1957
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and adenine nucleotides. Those compartments are (i) the 
inter-membrane space (ii) the cristae space and (iii) the 
matrix. There is evidence that the inter-membrane space shares 
a common pool of pyridine and adenine nucleotides with the 
cytoplasm (Williamson et al., 1967). The cristae space and 
matrix of the mitochondria also share a common pool of 
pyridine and adenine nucleotides (Williamson et al., 1967).
The [NAD+]:[NADH] of the mitochondrial cristae may be cal­
culated from the substrates of the 3-OH butyrate dehydrogenase 
reaction (EC 1.1.1.30) while the corresponding ratio in the 
matrix may be calculated from the substrates of the NAD+ 
linked glutamate dehydrogenase (EC 1.4.1.2).
There are at least three enzyme systems present in the 
cytoplasm of normal liver cells from which the [NADP+]:
[NADPH] may be calculated. These are 6-phosphogluconate 
dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.43), malic enzyme (EC 1.1.1.40) and 
isocitrate dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.42).
At present the most practical system for the measurement 
of the mitochondrial[NADP^DmADPH] is that based on the activity 
of the NADP dependent glutamate dehydrogenase reaction.
(EC 1.4.1.4) .
The phosphorylation state of the adenylates are 
determined according to the equations described in section 
3.1.1. (Equations 4 and 7). All of the above reactions are 
summarised in Table 3.1.
3.1.3. Materials and Methods
Animals, housing and dietary regimes were as described
in section 2.2.1. In the experiments described in this chapter 
of the thesis rat livers were examined at the following periods 
after commencement of carcinogen feeding 28,84, 112, 180 and 200 days. 
Treatment of animals: Within 8 seconds of cervical dislocation a
portion of the liver was removed into a stainless steel mortar, 
containing liquid nitrogen, and was immediately ground to a fine 
powder using a stainless steel pestle. A portion of the powdered 
frozen tissue was deproteinized in a Potter-Elvejham tissue homogenise 
(Size C. Thomas glass Co. Phila. U.S.A.) with a seven fold volume 
(v/w) of 0.6 M-perchloric acid. Approximately lg of powdered frozen 
tissue was also homogenised with 25 ml of 0.1 M-sodium hydroxide 
for subsequent determination of tissue carbon dioxide. 25 ml of 0.1 M 
sodium hydroxide was also taken to serve as a blank in tissue 
carbon dioxide estimations. The perchloric acid and sodium hydroxide 
extracts were centrifuged at 20,000 g for 15 minutes at 4°C. The 
supernatant fluid of the sodium hydroxide extract was frozen 
for the analysis of carbon dioxide.
The supernatant fluid of the liver perchloric acid extract 
was made pH 2.2 with ice cold saturated potassium hydroxide solution 
and a 10 ml volume was taken for amino acid analysis using an amino 
acid analyser. The remainder of the perchloric acid extract was 
adjusted to pH 6.5 with ice cold saturated potassium bicarbonate 
solution centrifuged as above and the level of the metabolites 
listed in Table 3.2 was assayed in the supernatant fluid.
Amino Acid Analysis: The 10 ml volume taken for amino acid
analysis was centrifuged as described above and the clear 
supernatant fluid was treated with 2 g of Florosil (Sigma Chem.
Co. Miss. U.S.A.) principally for the removal of flavin nucleotides. 
The Florosil was removed by centrifugation as above. 5 ml of the
- 46 -
Florosil treated supernatant fluid was combined with 5m 1 of 0.'6 M- 
tri-sodium citrate buffer (pH 2.2) and then lyophilized. The 
lyophilized material was diluted with 5 ml of distilled water 
and 5 ml of 0.6M-tri-sodium citrate buffer (pH 2.2) containing 
norleucine as a standard. Amino acids and ammonia were assayed 
using a Beckman Model 120 C Amino Acid Analyser. (Sample size 
approximately 25 ymol total nitrogen). The ion exchange columns 
used in the amino acid analyser were 0.9 x 55 cm and were operated 
at 60°C. 0.6 M-tri-sodium citrate buffers (pH 5.2) (basic analysis)
and pH 3.2/4.1 (acidic analysis) were used to resolve the amino 
acids.
Carbon dioxide: Carbon Dioxide was assayed in the sodium hydroxide
tissue extracts as follows. A 1 ml sample of the extract was 
placed in the main compartment of a Warburg flask (approximately 
15 ml volume) the side arm of which contained 0.15 ml of 5 M- 
sulphuric acid. The flask was connected to a Warburg manometer 
in a 30°C water bath and equilibrated for 10 minutes with shaking 
(160 oscillations/min). The manometer was adjusted for gas evolution 
and the flask was tipped. The rate of gas evolution was negligible 
after 10 minutes and the volume of gas liberated during this time was 
taken to be the total carbon dioxide contribution by the sample.
The blank solution of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide was also assayed 
by the above procedure. The difference in carbon dioxide 
concentrations between these two solutionswas calculated as
- 47 -
total tissue carbon dioxide.
Metabolites: The following metabolites were assayed in
the neutralised liver perchloric acid extract by the methods 
Indicated:pyruvate (Bucher & Hohorst (a) 1965), lactate 
(Hohorst, 1965(a)), 6-phosphogluconic acid (Hohorst, 1965 (b)), 
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate (Bucher and Hohorst,•1965), xylulose 
5-phosphate and ribulose 5-phosphate (Racker, (a) and (b),
1965), isocitrate and citrate (Siebert, 1965), acetoacetate 
(Mellanby and Williamson, 1965), 3-OH butyrate (Williamson 
and Mellanby, 1965), malate (Hohorst, 1965 (c)), oxaloacetate 
(Hohorst and Reim, 1965), ADP and AMP (Mollering and Bergmeyer, 
1965), ATP (Lamprecht and Trautschold, 1965), glycerol 
1-phosphate (Hohorst, 1965 (d)), dihydroxyacetone phosphate 
(Bucher and Hohorst, (b) 1965), 3-phosphoglycerate (Czok and 
Eckert, 1965), oxoglutaric acid (Bergmeyer and Bernt, 1965). 
Inorganic phosphate was measured in the above extract by the 
method of Berenblum and Chain (1938) as modified by Martin 
and Doty (1949).
3.1.4 Results.
The data of table 3.2 show tissue metabolite concentrations 
during the time course of hepatocarcinogenesis. The metabolite 
changes most worthy of note at the 28 day period concern the 
increases in oxaloacetate (119%), ATP (58%), aspartate (85%) 
and a-glycerophosphate (.58%) , and decreases in dihydroxyacetone 
phosphate (79%), and alanine (63%).
At the 84 day period increases in pyruvate (38%), 3-0II,
butyrate (96%), ammonia (375%), and glutamate (32%) were notable
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changes while the aspartate concentration decreased (68%).
Twelve days after cessation of carcinogen feeding pyruvate 
concentrations was normal, although the lactate concentration 
was increased (18%). The concentration of ketone bodies 
was low (85%). Ammonia and glutamate concentrations were 
elevated 350% and 13% respectively. ATP and malate concentration 
were depressed, 17% and 26% respectively. 84 days after 
the cessation of carcinogen feeding the concentrations of 
pyruvate (148%) lactate (144%), ketone bodies (36%) and 
ammonia (32%) were elevated while the concentrations of 
the majority of amino acids and ATP (61%) were decreased.
In the "whole tumour" tissue (200 days) increased 
concentrations of pyruvate (33%), lactate 296%), ketone 
bodies (12%), citrate (134%), and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 
(257%) were observed. The concentrations of ammonia and amino 
acids were all significantly depressed in this tissue, as 
were the concentrations of ATP (60%) and dihydroxyacetone 
phosphate (62%).
The data of table 3.3 show that the cytoplasmic [NAD+]: 
[NADH] ratio as measured using the lactate dehydrogenase, 
catalysed reaction, increased until the 84 day period (1137) 
and then decreased as tumour formation developed (283).
The data in table 3.4 show that the mitochondrial 
[NAD+]:[NADH] measured using theß-OH, butyrate dehydrogenase 
catalysed reaction followed a similar pattern during the time 
course to that of the cytoplasmic [NAD ]:[NADH] (see table 
3.1.2).
The data of table 3.5 show the constant increases in the 
values of the ratio of the cytoplasmic [NADP+]:[NADPH].
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The values of the data on phosphorylation states of the 
adenylates (table 3.6) decreased during the time course of 
carcinogenesis for the cytoplasmic and mitochondrial compart­
ments and for the measured values of the total adenylate ratio. 
The Atkinson energy charge (Atkinson and Walton, 1967) showed 
a decline (except for the increased (12%) value of the charge 
at the 28 day period).
3.1.5 Discussion
3.1.5.1 Limitations on Interpretation of Results.
Before introducing a detailed discussion of the results, 
some qualifying comment is offered concerning aspects of the 
theoretical methods used for the determination the redox states 
( [ N A D ] : [ N A D H ]  a n d  [N A D P ] : [ N A D P H ] ) of the cytoplasmic and 
mitochondrial compartments. ( A  detailed review of this subject 
was recently published, Gumaa et al., 1971).
Of the three reaction systems (catalysed by LDH, ocGPDH 
and MDH) which have been used to estimate the cytoplasmic 
[NAD]:[NADH] ratio, the system utilising the substrates of the 
LDH reaction is preferred. LDH is exclusive to the cytoplasm 
and it’s substrates, pyruvate and lactate, although not 
passively distributed throughout the cell are equally compart- 
mented between the cytoplasm and mitochondria (Halestrap and 
Denton, 1974). The substrates of the aGPDH and MDH redox 
systems are neither evenly distributed throughout the cell 
nor are the enzymes exclusively located in the cytoplasm.
The preferred system by which the mitochondrial [NAD]: 
[NADH] ratio is calculated is that involving the reaction
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cat alysed by p-Hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase. This enzyme is 
localised within the mitochondria and the substrates are freely 
permeable within the cell. The substrates of the glutamate 
dehydrogenase enzyme system are in equilibrium with both 
[nAE)J:[nADH] and [NADP] : [NADPH] and this enzyme has also been 
proposed to act as a transhydrogenase (K 1.56) (Gumma^et al., 
1971). A complication therefore arises which concerns the involve­
ment and the contribution of an energy linked mitochondrial
transhydrogenase (K 480, Ernester and Lee, 1967) which0 (4.
would significantly alter the calculated value for the redox 
state of the NADP couple relative to that of the NAD couple 
in the mitochondria.
The cytoplasmic [NADP]:[NADPH] ratio is most accurately 
estimated from the substrates of the 6-PGDH enzyme catalysed 
reaction since the substrates involved in the Isocitrate 
Dehydrogenase and Malic Enzyme reactions are not exclusively 
confined to the cytoplasm, nor can they be assumed to be 
evenly distributed (Williamson et al., 1969; Klingenberg,
1970).
In spite of the qualifications which have been mentioned 
here, all of the equations listed in table 3.1 have been 
used to estimate mitochondrial and cytoplasmic redox states.
This aspect of Biochemistry still rests (not too stabily) 
on the theoretical bases which have been briefly reviewed 
here and extensively treated by Gumaa et al., (1971). The
considerable changes which are known to occur in the redox 
states of tumour tissue, i.e. the accumulation of lactate, 
and the significance which has been attributed to it, warrant 
the application of a wide variety of systems for the measure­
ment of the redox states of cellular compartments.
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3 . 1 . 5 . 2  C y t o p l a s m i c  Redox  a n d  A d e n y l a t e  S t a t u s .
I t  i s  a t h e o r e t i c a l  p r o p o s i t i o n ,  s t r o n g l y  s u p p o r t e d  by 
much e v i d e n c e  t h a t  t h e  £ nAD]:[NADH]  r a t i o  o f  n o r m a l  r a t  l i v e r  
c y t o p l a s m  i s  d i r e c t l y  p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  a n d  i s  r e g u l a t e d  by  
t h e  p h o s p h o r y l a t i o n  s t a t e  o f  t h e  c y t o p l a s m i c  a d e n y l a t e s  ( V e e c h  
e t  a l . , 1 9 7 0 ) ,  w h i c h  i s  i n  t u r n  r e g u l a t e d  by t h e  p h o s p h o r y ­
l a t i o n  s t a t e  o f  t h e  m i t o c h o n d r i a l  a d e n y l a t e s  ( K r e b s  a nd  V e e c h ,  
1 9 7 0 ) .  D u r i n g  t h e  c o u r s e  o f  c a r c i n o g e n  t r e a t m e n t  h o w e v e r  
t h e  d i r e c t  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  t h e  c y t o p l a s m i c  [NAD]:[NADH] 
a n d  t h e  [ ATP] / [ ADP ] . [HPO^] was  n o t  m a i n t a i n e d  ( s e e  t a b l e s  
3 . 3  a n d  3 . 6 ) .  S i m i l a r  o b s e r v a t i o n s  w e r e  r e p o r t e d  i n  t h e  l i v e r s  
o f  r a t s  w h i c h  h a d  b e e n  t r e a t e d  w i t h  e t h a n o l  ( V e e c h  e t  a l . ,
1 97 2)  a n d  i n  r a t  l i v e r s  d u r i n g  MDAB i n d u c e d  h e p a t o c a r c i n o g e n e s i s  
( I r v i n g  e t  a l . , 1 9 7 2 ) .
The  c o u p l i n g  b e t w e e n  t h e  c y t o p l a s m i c  [NAD]:[NADH] a nd  
[ A T P ] / [ ADP ] . [HPO^] i n v o l v e s  t h e  r e a c t i o n  s e q u e n c e  c a t a l y s e d  by  
GAPDH a n d  3PGK. ( S e e  e q u a t i o n s  2 , 3 ,  a nd  4 ) .  From e q u a t i o n  4 
i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t
K E q n . 9'
D u r i n g  t h e  p e r i o d  o f  c a r c i n o g e n  t r e a t m e n t  t h e  c o n c e n t r a t ­
i o n  o f  t h e  m e t a b o l i t e s  i n  t h e  n u m e r a t o r  o f  e q u a t i o n  9 i n c r e a s e d ,  
w h i l e  t h o s e  i n  t h e  d e n o m i n a t o r  d e c r e a s e d .  T h i s  i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  
ATP a n d  NADH w e r e  b e i n g  r e m o v e d  f r o m  t h e  c y t o p l a s m  a t  a r a t e  
w h i c h  was  more  r a p i d  t h a n  t h e i r  r a t e  o f  r e p l a c e m e n t .  The  two 
e n z y m e s  w h i c h  c a t a l y s e  t h e  r e a c t i o n  d e s c r i b e d  i n  E q u a t i o n  9 a r e  
GAPDH a n d  3PGK. The k i n e t i c  c o n s t a n t s  o f  t h e s e  two e n z y m e s  
w h i c h  c a t a l y s e  i n  t h e  f o r w a r d  d i r e c t i o n  a r e  g i v e n  i n  t a b l e  3 . 7 .
[ ADP] [HPO/i ] [ GAP] [ NAD1] 
LAfPjL'SPGlTrNADHl-------
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TABLE 3.7: REACTION RATE IN VIVO OF GLYCERALDEHYDE 3-PHOSPHATE
DEHYDROGENASE AND 3-PHOSPHOGLYCERATE KINASE IN RELATION TO THE 
PRESENCE IN RAT LIVER OF A DISEQUILIBRIUM BETWEEN THE 
CYTOPLASMIC (ATP)/(ADP).(HP04 ) AND THE [NAD]/[NADU] RATIOS. 
DURING THE TIME COURSE OF MDAB INDUCED CARCINOGENESIS.
Days after Glyceraldehyde 3-Phosphoglycerate Presence
commencement 3-phosphate Kinase of
of carcinogen Dehydrogen ase (ymol/min/g) disequilibrium
(ymol/min/g)
0 1.98 0.077
28 1.56 0.010 +
84 1.32 0.011 +
112 0.64 0.031 -
184 1.73 0.086 -
200 1.48 0.345 -
Kinetic parameters were as follows: and mitochondrial
Glvceraldehvde 3-Phosphate dehvdroaenase: GAP and HPQ,/con-
centrations were taken from table 3.2. Total 1 i ve r 7[ NAD ] + [ N ADH ]
was taken as 900mM.(Long,1971) and the cytoplasmicX[NAD]/[NADH]
ratios weretaken from table 3.3, thus [NAD] and[NADH] were
calculated. Km and Ki values were from Barman (1972). Vmax was
taken from Knox (1972). VRmax was taken from Boyer et al. , (1963). 
Keq was from Barman (1972). [l,3-DPG] was taken as 1 mM. The
decrease in Vmax in the tumour was taken from Knox (1972). The 
reaction sequence was treated as an ordered Ter-Bi reaction- 
3-Phosphoglycerate Kinase: ADP, ATP and 3-PGA concentrations 
were taken from table 3.1. 1,3-DPG was assumed to be constant
at ImM.Ki values were assumed to approximate Km values and were 
from Barman (1972). V^rnax was taken from Knox (1972) and VRmax 
was taken from Boyer et al., (1963). Keq was taken from Barman 
(1972). The decrease in Vmax in the tumour was taken from Knox 
(1972). The reaction sequence was treated as an ordered Bi-Bi 
reaction. Velocities were calculated according to the steady 
state rate equations of Plowman (1972).
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It may be seen from the data of table 3.7 that of the 
two enzyme rates investigated that of 3-phosphoglycerate 
kinase is rate limiting. It may also be seen from the data 
of table 3.7 that the disequilibrium between the cytoplasmic 
[NAD]:[NADH] and [ATP]/[ADP].[HP04], coincides with the 
minimum recorded in vivo activities of 3-phosphoglycerate 
kinase (0.Olymol/min/g in presence of disequilibrium, 0.08 
ymol/min/g in normal liver). Consequently it is proposed 
that the disequilibrium between the cytoplasmic [NAD]:[NADH] 
and [ATP].[ADP].[HPO^] may be attributed to the rate limitation 
of the reaction catalysed by 3-phosphoglycerate kinase.
It is interesting to note the observations of Irving et al. 
(1972) which also indicate similar decreases in the maximum 
catalytic capacity of 3-phosphoglycerate kinase. Irving (1972) 
also reports however coincidental compensatory increases in 
the maximum catalytic capacity of pyruvate kinase, presumably 
an indication of maintainance of metabolic control. From the 
data here presented (cytoplasmic [NAD]:[NADH] and [ATP]:
[ADP].[HPO^] ratios) it can be seen however that in spite 
of possible elevations in the maximum catalytic capacity of 
pyruvate kinase during MDAB feeding normal metabolic control 
is not maintained.
3.1.5.3 Mitochondrial Redox and Adenylate Status.
The reactions used to estimate the mitochondrial phos­
phorylation state of the adenylates are shown in equations 
6 and 7. When these equations are linked the resulting 
thermodynamic expression (Eqn. 8) shows that there is an 
inverse relationship between the [NAD]:[NADH] and the [ATP]/
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[ADPXtHPO^] in the mitochondria. This is not a paradox since 
a simple model of oxidative phosphorylation shows the same 
inverse relationship:
NADH NAD +
ADP + HPo| ATP
thus [NADH][ADP][HPO.] = K Eqn
La t p JLn a d JLh ]
This inverse relationship was shown to be maintained 
under a wide variety of dietary conditions (Krebs and Veech,
1970). During the entire period of MDAB induced carcinogenesis 
this inverse relationship failed. (See tables 3.2 and 3.3).
The progress of hepatic neoplasia was always associated with 
an increase in the concentrations of metabolites in the 
numerator of Eqn. 10 while the concentrations of metabolites 
in the denominator decreased clearly showing that there was 
a decrease in the amounts of ATP and NAD during the time course 
of tumour development, i.e. a decrease in the rate of 
oxidation of NADH.
3.1.5.4 q-Glycerophosphate Accumulation and It's Significance 
From the data of table 3.2 it is evident that during the 
course of carcinogen feeding the concentrations of a-GP and 
GAP increased (124% and 54% respectively) while the concentration 
of DHAP decreased (77%). It is believed that these alterations 
in metabolite concentrations are not entirely independent and 
may be attributed to (i) a low activity in vivo of triose 
phosphate isomerase and (ii) a donation of reducing equivalents
to DHAP.
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Alt hough triose phosphate isomerase from rat liver has
a maximum catalytic capacity of 1513 ymol/min/g (Knox, 1972),
its mass action ratio of 8-12 (Krebs and Veech, 1970) rarely
approaches the value of it’s K of 22 (Barman, 1969). This
is presumably due to the low afinity which triose phosphate
-4isomerase has for it's substrates (Km^^p ^ = 3.9 x 10 M).
The catalytic activity of triose phosphate isomerase was 
shown to be unaffected during MDAB induced hepatocarcinogenesis 
(Irving et al., 1972). However, the normal mass action ratio 
between DHAP:GAP in rat liver (8:1) is significantly altered 
by GAP accumulation causing the ratio to reach a value of 
1:1 within 28 days of carcinogen feeding. Concomittant with 
this apparent decrease in the mass action ratio of the reaction 
catalysed by triose phosphate isomerase, was the increase 
in the concentration of a-GP (See Table 3.2). A similar 
alteration in metabolite concentrations was also reported 
with pigeon liver homogenates (Krebs et al., 1964), where 
exogenous lactate was almost quantitatively converted to 
pyruvate and the reducing equivalents thus generated were 
transfered to DHAP which caused an increase in the concentration 
of a-GP.
It is therefore proposed that during carcinogen feeding 
reducing equivalents were donated to DHAP, resulting in the 
accumulation of a-GP. (See table 3.2). It is entirely consisent 
with the evidence that DHAP was replaced in a reaction 
catalysed by the action of aldolase on F-D-P. The incomplete 
equilibration which occurred between the triose phosphates
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result ed in the concentration of GAP being increased, while 
that of DHAP was decreased.
Furthermore, it is proposed that the disparity in the 
values of the cytoplasmic [NAD]:[NADH] as determined by the 
LDH and aGPDH enzyme systems may be explained by accepting 
that the substrates of the aGPDH reaction take part in a 
"shuttle system" which transfers reducing equivalents from 
the cytoplasm to the mitochondria (See sections 4.2.1 and 
4.2.4). Consequently, the [NAD]:[NADH] ratio determined 
by the aGPDH system in fact also reflects the influence of 
the mitochondrial redox state as well as contributions of 
the cytoplasmic compartment.
3.2 Concentrations and Distribution of Calcium and Magnesium 
in "Freeze Clamped" Rat Liver.
3.2.1 Introduction
The hypercalcemic syndrome associated with malignancy 
of nonparathyroid gland tissues has been known for over one 
hundred years and is associated with many types of tumours 
(Virchow, 1885; Gordan, 1974; Bower and Gordon, 1965). The 
tumours can be of two types, (i) those which involve 
metastases to bones and a consequent osteolytic process and, 
(ii) those in which no skeletal metastases are present.
It is the latter group to which MDAB induced rat hepatomas 
belong. The mechanisms by which these type of tumours 
produce hypercalcemia is uncertain. There have been proposals 
that a hormonal agent affecting transport of calcium is 
secreted by the tumours and it's action is responsible for the
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derangement in calcium homeostasis CRice et al., 1971; Haskell 
et al., 1971). Definitive evidence is still lacking to identify 
an active agent which directly or indirectly leads to the 
development of the hypercalcemic state (Kenny and Dacke, 1975).
Many activities of mamalian cells are regulated by 
changes in the concentration of free calcium in the cytoplasm. 
Much evidence indicates that the homeostasis of cell calcium 
is maintained by two processes. (i) the outward pumping of 
calcium by a calcium dependent cell membrane ATP'ase, opposing 
passive calcium influx from the extracellular fluid, and 
(ii) respiration dependent pumping of calcium from the 
cytoplasm into the mitochondrial matrix, from which calcium 
may be released back into the cytoplasm. (Lehninger, 1964; 
Gevers and Krebs, 1966; Bygrave, 1966; Rasmussen, 1970;
Borle, 1973; Rose and Lowenstein, 1975). Mitochondria 
isolated from Erlich ascites tumour cells transport calcium 
at the expense of respiratory energy (Thorne and Bygrave, .1973 
a & b, 1974 a & b). Such mitochondria also have exceptional 
ability to resist the deleterious action of high concentrations 
of calcium on phosphorylation capacities and to retain calcium 
once accumulated.
Landry and Lehninger (1976) further reported that active 
uptake of calcium, by mitochondria of Erlich ascites cells, 
was supported by succinate oxidation. NAD-linked respiratory 
substrates however were ineffective fuels. A similar effect 
was observed using mitochondria isolated from MDAB induced 
hepatomas (Section 4.1.2). In general the magnesium iön has
an antagonistic effect when compared with the calcium ion.
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TABLE 3.8: 
CHANGES IN THE CONCENTRATION OF CALCIUM AND MAGNESIUM IN WHOLE RAT LIVER, DURING
THE TIME COURSE OF CARCINOGENESIS BY MDAB
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TABLE 3.9: 
CHANGES IN THE CONCENTRATION OF CALCIUM AND MAGNESIUM IN ISOLATED RAT LIVER
MITOCHONDRIA DURING THE TIME COURSE OF CARCINOGENESIS BY MDAB
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Consequent ly calcium and magnesium concentrations were monitored 
throughout the time course of MDAB carcinogenesis both in 
whole liver and isolated liver mitochondria. The data are 
given in table 3.8 and 3.9.
3.2.2 Materials and Methods.
Animals and diets were as described in section 3.1.2. 
Calcium and magnesium concentrations were determined in the 
neutralised perchloric acid extracts of whole livers as 
described in section 3.1.2 or in neutralised perchloric acid 
extracts of isolated mitochondria. (See section 4.1.2). 
Determinations were made by atomic absorption spectrophotometry 
(Varian, Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer, Model 1200). 
Potassium chloride (2.5 mg/ml) was used as to enhance ionisation
I ^
in both calcium and magnesium determinations. Calcium 
determinations were performed using a lamp current of 15 
milliamps, a wavelength of 422.9 nanometers with a nitrous 
oxide/acetylene flame. Magnesium determinations were performed 
using a lamp current of 3 milliamps, a wavelength of 285.4 
nanometers, with a nitrous oxide/acetylene flame.
3.2.3 Results
The data of Table 3.8 show that during the time course 
of carcinogen feeding the concentration of calcium in liver 
increased from approximately 80 to 120 yg/g tissue. Within 
two weeks of cessation of carcinogen feeding the calcium 
concentration returned to values found in normal liver 60 
yg/g. With the progression of neoplasia and tumour emergence,
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the calcium concentrations again increased. The ratio of 
calcium:magnesium showed a consistent increase from 0.38 
to 3.14 during the entire observational period. The ratio 
of calcium:magnesium in mitochondria showed a peak value 
of 5.34 at 28 days of carcinogen feeding. The ratio then 
decreased until the frank neoplastic state when the ratio 
was again found to increase in conjunction with the total 
liver calcium:magnesium ratio.
3.2.4 Discussion
It is well known that necrotic tissues often undergo 
calcification (Carafoli, 1974). Physico-chemical alterations 
in the necrotic tissue evidently provide a favourable condition 
for the large scale precipitation of insoluble calcium salts.
In the necrotic calcification, calcium precipitates are found 
in the interstitial spaces as well as within the dead cells.
There is however another type of pathological calcium deposition, 
which occurs earlier, well before cell death, and is strictly 
intracellular. It’s possible relevance in the mechanism of 
cell death was considered by Judah et al., (1964) who states 
inter alia that "uptake of calcium by dying cells is a well 
known phenomenon, and it is possible that calcium uptake is 
a very early manifestation of cell injury". A noteworthy 
characteristic of the early intracellular calcification, as 
opposed to the necrotic calcification, is it's intracellular 
specificity: calcium deposits are found only in mitochondria, 
the remainder of the cell showing little or no modification of 
the calcium concentration. Many conditions of cell pathology
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have been described in which an early and prominent feature 
was the increase of mitochondrial calcium. Such calcium 
accumulation occurred as a result of a toxic insult to the 
cell eg. thioacetamide (Gallagher et al., 1956), carbon 
tetrachloride (Thiers et al., 1960; Carafoli and Tiozzo, 1968), 
iodoform (Sell and Reynolds, 1969), Uranium (Carafoli et al.,
1971) and even sodium phosphate intoxication (D'Agostino, 1964).
Mitochondrial calcification is not necessarily followed 
by cell death. In some conditions eg. carbon tetrachloride 
intoxication, the intramitochondrial calcification appears to 
be reversible. In other cases eg. thioacetamide intoxication, 
calcification progresses until the concentration of mito­
chondrial calcium becomes incompatable with the functioning 
of the mitochondria. Calcium concentrations in the cytoplasm 
then increase, either through mitochondrial lysis or more 
simply because mitochonria cease to take up calcium, and the 
death of the cell ensues. It is noteworthy that in the cases 
of reversible calcification the mitochondria tend to retain 
their calcium more tenaciously than normal mitochondria 
(Carafoli and Tiozzo, 1968).
In the context of calcium accumulation, MDAB carcino­
genesis may be compared with the effects of an intial intoxic- 
action as was noted above (the 0-100 days period), followed 
by tumour formation. Thus during the toxic phase mitochondrial 
accumulation of calcium occurred. (see table 3.8). On 
cessation of carcinogen feeding the liver showed signs of recovery 
from the effects of the carcinogen and calcium levels declined. 
Tumour formation subsequently occurred and resulted in a general
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increase in calcium levels. Calcium accumulation is thus 
seen as an effect of altered metabolism rather than a cause 
of the altered metabolism which occurred in tumours.
3.3 Subcellular Metabolite Compartmentat ion Analysis
3.3.1 Introduction
As noted by fsfewsholme and Gevers (1967), the determination 
of tissue contents of intermediates following altered flux 
rates in organs has one major problem in that the amount of 
the metabolic intermediate measured in an extract of a tissue 
does not indicate the concentration of that intermediate in 
the immediate environment of the enzyme in the intact cell.
The compartmentat ion of intermediates within the various 
organelles might vitiate conclusions based on a comparison 
of mass action ratios and equilibrium constants or even 
changes in substrate concentrations with changing flux rates.
In theory the compartmentat ion of the metabolites OAA 
and MAL reflect the state of translocation of reducing 
equivalents into and out of the mitochondria. Since these 
mechanisms are believed to be altered during MDAB induced 
hepatocarcinogenesis (see sections 3.1.5.4, 4.2.1, 4.2.4) 
it would be advantageous to observe any alterations in the 
compartmented concentrations of OAA and MAL.
The formidable problems involved in estimating the distr-
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ibutions and concentrations of selected metabolites in cyto­
plasm and mitochondria in vivo were first approached by Krebs 
(.1967) , who proposed a method by which the concentrations of 
oxaloacetate in cytoplasm and mitochondria, in rat liver 
in vivo, could be calculated (For equations see table 3.10).
The basic assumption of the Kreb's theory was the existence 
of an even distribution of malate between the cytoplasm and 
the mitochondria.
Increasing amounts of evidence (Williamson et al., 1969) 
soon indicated that the distribution of tissue malate was not 
consistent with there being a diffusion of malate between the 
two compartments and Williamson (1969) thus proposed a refine­
ment to the method of Kreb's (1967). The method of Williamson 
assumed that the activity of MDH in both mitochondria and 
cytoplasm was sufficient to maintain equilibrium between the 
substrates malate and oxaloacetate and the cofactors NAD and 
NADH.(For equations see table 3.10). The use of four 
simultaneous equations plus the details of the measured total 
cell concentrations of malate and oxaloacetate and the [NAD]: 
[NADH] ratios of both the cytoplasmic and mitochondrial 
compartments permitted the calculation of the compartmented 
concentrations of malate and oxaloacetate.
The concentration of tissue oxaloacetate is extremely low 
and notoriously difficult to measure (Greenbaum et al ., 1971). 
Consequently to obviate this predictable source of error 
Greenbaum et al.,(1971) proposed a method for the determination 
of cytoplasmic malate. The method assumed that there was sufficien 
activity of both 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase and malic enzyme to maintain
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equilibrium between the substrates and cofactors of these
v
enzymes.
Using the calculated cytoplasmic malate concentration 
and assuming an adequate activity of MDH in each compartment, 
the mitochondrial malate as well as the compartmented con­
centrations of oxaloacetate may be calculated (See table 
3.10).
Using the metabolic concentration data obtained from rat livers during 
the time course of MDAB induced carcinogenesis(See table 3.2) the 
concentrations of cytoplasmic and mitochondrial malate and 
oxaloacetate were calculated using both the methods of 
Williamson and Greenbaum.
3.3.2 Results.
The data of table 3.11 show cytoplasmic and mitochondrial, 
malate and oxaloacetate concentrations calculated by the 
method of Williamson (1969). Following the commencement of 
carcinogen feeding unrealistic (negative) numbers are generated 
with regards to the mitochondrial concentrations of these 
two metabolites.
The equations of Greenbaum et al., (1971) (Table 3.12) 
also generated unrealistic numbers for the mitochondrial 
concentrations of both metabolites, even in the livers of 
normal animals. Consequently the results are presented 
but are discussed within the framework of the inadequacy of 
present theoretical treatments of the problem posed in 
compartmentation analysis.
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TABLE 3.12: 
COMPARTMENTED CONCENTRATIONS OF RAT LIVER METABOLITES DURING MDAB INDUCED
CARCINOGENESIS CALCULATED ACCORDING TO THE METHODS OF GREENBAUM et al. 
(1971)
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3.3.3 Discussion
At the time of commencement of these metabolite 
compartment analysis there was a great prospect that the 
results would reveal relationships and perhaps mechanisms of 
metabolic control. It was my aim to use these parameters 
in the hope that time course studies would show the dynamics 
of alterations in metabolic control in neoplasia. The sad 
fact is that after all the effort, this has not been a 
profitable line and very little or no advance in knowledge 
of metabolic control mechanisms in either normal or 
tumour tissues has emerged.
The calculations involved in the application of the method 
of Williamson (1969) rely on the assumption that the activity 
of the malate dehydrogenase enzyme is always sufficiently 
high that the mass action ratio of the products and substrates 
of the enzyme is unvarying and as close to the value of the 
equilibrium constant as possible.
However, Irving et al. (1972) reported a 60% decrease in
the maximum catalytic capacity of rat liver MDH following the 
feeding of MDAB. Furthermore Knox (1972), reported that the 
activity of MDH in primary hepatoma does not exceed 19% 
of the activity of MDH in normal rat liver. In the tumour 
tissue in vivo however there are changes in substrate 
concentrations which also effect the rate of the MDH reaction.
The maximum allowable in vivo rate for the reaction
NAD+ + MALATE x OXALOACETATE + NADH + H^
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TABLE 3.13: REACTION RATE IN VIVO OF RAT LIVER MALATE
DEHYDROGENASE DURING MDAB INDUCED CARCINOGENESIS
Days after 
commencement 
of carcinogen
Activity 
dehydrogenase 
activity 
(yttmol /min/g)
0
28
84
112
184
200
. 1229 
.0650 
.0162 
.0036 
. 0023 
-.0006
Reaction rate calculated using equation of Plowman (1972)
where V-^  = maximum catalytic capacity in the forward direction,
V9 = maximum catalytic capacity in the reverse direction,
NAD, B MALATE, P
500mM, K. lOOOmM, K;.
OXALOACETATE, Q 
. = 40mM, K'
NADH ,
30mM (Barman,
1972). V1 337 mol/min/g, V2 = 2546 mol/min/g., (Kun,
1963). Decreases in V-^  and V2 were assumed after commencement
+of MDAB feeding (Irving, 1972). NAD and NADH concentrations 
were calculated using the LDH redox system (see table 3.3) 
and assuming a total concentration of cytoplasmic pyridine 
nucleotides of 900nmol/g (Long, 1971). Malate and oxaloacetate 
concentrations are from Table 3.2.K-j-^ was assumed to approximate 
since this was one of the basic assumptions of Michaelis
and Menten in their original derivation of the equation.
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may be calculated from the full steady state rate (Haldane) 
equation for an ordered bi-bi reaction: Equation 10 was taken
v = v 1v 2[a][b]-(v 1v2[p ][q ]/k0)
(KIaKbV2+KbV2[A]+KaV2[B]+(KqVl/KIaKe>[A^ P]
+(V1/Ke)[P][Q]+(V1/KIbKe)[B][P][Q][A][B][P]
+ (V2/KIp)+V2[A][B] + (V2Ka/KIq)[B][Q] + (KqVl/Ke)[P:1
+(KpVi/Ke)[Q]) 
from Plowman (1972).
On the basis of the data of Table 3.13 it is entirely 
reasonable to suggest that as a consequence of the activity 
of MDH in the tumour tissue being less than 2% of that in the 
normal rat liver, then MDH will not maintain the conditions 
defined above regarding the maintainance of a constant mass 
action ratio. Consequently one of the basic assumptions of 
the theory of Williamson does not apply to neoplastic tissue.
The method of Greenbaum et al., (1971) assumes that 
the reactants and products of malic enzyme (decarboxylating) 
and 6PGDH are in equilibrium with the same pools of NADP 
and NADPH. The data of table 3.4 however strongly imply that
3these two enzyme systems are not in equilbrium. H isotopic 
labelling of NADPH further indicates that these two enzyme • 
systems are not in equilibrium with the same pools of NADPH 
in rat liver (Katz and Rognstad, 1966). Therefore, the 
method of Greenbaum et al., cannot reationally be used even 
in normal tissue.
It is emphasised that Greenbaum et al., (1971) did not
rigorously test the above hypothesis concerning compartment- 
ation analysis. The data presented here tables a fairly 
comprehensive test of the proposals of the equations of table 
3.10 and the results clearly demonstrate that the application
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of analytical data from normal liver and tumour bearing 
liver do not yield meaningful results. The authors measurements 
of Ru-5-P, the product of the 6PI1DH reaction, (see table 3.1) 
is a most important piece of data for the application of the 
methods of Greenbaum et al. and among other data substantially 
contributed to the demonstration that the method of these 
authors was of little practical use.
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CIIAPTER 4
STUDIES USING ISOLATED RAT LIVER MITOCHONDRIA.
4.1 P:Q Ratios, Respiratory Control Ratios and Rates of 
Oxygen.Utilisation,
4.1.1 Introduction.
Warburg's (1956) theory of carcinogenesis proposed that 
there was an interaction between the carcinogenic agent and 
the cell which caused an impairment to oxidative phosphory­
lation .
There is general agreement that the mitochondrial content 
of tumour tissue is significantly lower than that of normal 
tissues (Aisenberg, 1961 (a); Allard et al., 1952; Fiala and 
Fiala, 1967). However results of comparative studies on the 
respiratory capacity and efficiency of mitochondria from 
tumour tissue and normal tissue have been less consistent. 
(Aisenberg, 1961 (b); Greenstein, 1956; Mehard et al.,1971). 
Furthermore while considerable efforts have been devoted -to 
investigations of the differences and the similarities of 
various tumours and tumour mitochondria relative to normal 
tissues and their mitochondria, investigations are virtually 
absent in which respiration, phosphorylation and other 
electron transport linked processes were studied from the 
normal state through the time course of progression toward 
the malignant state (Arcos et al., 1969). The following 
chapter reports phosphorous to oxygen (P:0) ratios, respiratory 
control ratios and rates of oxygen utilization of rat liver
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mitochondria isolated during the time course of MDAB induced 
hepatocarcinogenesis.
4.1.2 Materials and Methods
Animals were fed and housed as described in section 2.1.2. 
Mitochondria were prepared from the livers of rats at the 
times indicated after commencement of carcinogen feeding.
Rats were sacrificed at 9.00 A.M. + 30 min. The methods of 
Spencer and Bygrave (1972) were used for the isolation of 
mitochondria and determination of protein.
Respiratory control ratios, P:0 ratios and oxygen 
utilization studies were determined polarographically in 
a medium containing 100 mM sucrose, 5 mM potassium chloride,
10 mM potassium dihydrogen phosphate and 10 mM dipotassium 
hydrogen phosphate, pH 7.4 at 28°C. Test substrates were 
all used at a concentration of 1 mM.
4.1.3 Results.
The data in Table 4.1 show that respiratory control 
ratios were markedly decreased at the 28 day period. The 
respiratory control ratio for succinate changed from 6.26 
to 2.46; glutamate changed from 7.49 to 2.98; pyruvate changed 
from 4.07 to 1.00 and malate changed from 3.73 to 1.00.
Subsequently all respiratory control ratios increased to 
approximately 50% of the value for normal mitochondria at 
84 days. The ratios then again decreased as tumourigenesis 
further progressed.
The data in Table 4.2 show that the P:0 ratios decreased
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at the 28 day period. The P;0 ratio for succinate changed 
from 1.82 to 1.49, and glutamate changed from 2.45 to 2.32.
By the 84 day period all values had returned to approximately 
the values found in controls. The ratios then progressively 
decreased as tumour formation progressed.
The data in table 4.3 show that the rates of oxygen 
utilisation were significantly depressed at the 28 day period. 
The rates of oxygen utilization using succinate as a substrate 
changed from 94.9 to 48.6 nmoL/min/mg; glutamate oxidation 
changed from 45.4 to 9.3 nmol/min/mg and pyruvate oxidation 
changed from 19.9 to 4.3 nmol/min/mg. The rate of oxidation 
of pyruvate by isolated tumour mitochondria was negligible giving 
a'low value of 0.332 nmol/min/mg.
4.1.4 Discussion
The data of tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 demonstrate 
that the most significant alterations
to mitochondrial function occurred at or around the 28 day 
period. This period correlates with the maximum level of 
MDAB binding in the liver, in whole homogenates, (Miller 
et al., 1949), microsomes (Arcos and Arcos, 1958) and mito­
chondria (Arcos et al.,1960). It also coincided with both 
the onset of irreversibility in MDAB carcinogenesis (Arcos 
et al. , 1960) and the minimum in the conformational 
flexability of liver mitochondria during feeding of MDAB 
(Arcos et al., 1969).
The carcinogen MDAB appears to bind to the structural 
protein of the mitochondrial inner membrane (Arcos et al.,
n
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1960). Recent studies have indicated that the "high energy" ■ 
state is involved with a certain configuration of the proteins 
of the inner membrane (Harris, 1968; Penniston, 1968) and the 
stability of this configuration is the basis of respiratory 
control (Jolly, 1968). The depressed mitochondrial respiratory 
control ratios at the 28 day period may then be considered 
to have been associated with, perhaps caused by the binding 
of the carcinogen to the inner mitochondrial membrane.
Succinate metabolism was little affected by the inter­
mediary metabolic processes of MDAB carcinogenesis, however the 
metabolism of the NAD-linked substrates, particularly pyruvate, 
were significantly depressed with regards to both substrate 
utilization and the rates of oxidation of the NADH generated 
by their oxidation. This observation represents the most 
overt biochemical lesion involving the respiration of MDAB 
induced tumour bearing liver.
4.2 The role of the a-Glycerophosphate Shuttle 
4.2.1 Introduction
From the above it is clear that the oxidation of 
pyridine nucleotide linked dehydrogenase substrates are 
impaired in tumour bearing tissue. This raises the issue 
of the disposal of cytoplasmically generated reducing equiva­
lents and forces attention on that mechanism the "a-glycero- 
phosphate shuttle" which is capable of transfering (reversibly) 
reducing equivalents from the cytoplasm to the mitochondria. 
Because of the low activity of MDH, an issue already treated in
this thesis, (Section 3.3.3) and the pyridine nucleotide dependence of the
B-OH butyrate/acetoacetate system, neither of these two 
systems are considered viable in the transference of reducing 
equivalents in tumour tissue.
The "a-glycerophosphate shuttle" as a mechanism for the 
transference of reducing equivalents from the cytoplasm to 
the mitochondria was proposed in 1958 (Bucher and Klingenberg). 
In a critical evaluation of a number of substrate oxidation- 
reduction cycles Borst (1963), concluded that the a-glycero­
phosphate cycle could account for the oxidation of all of 
the glycolytically generated NADH in insect flight muscle, 
for part (approximately 20%) in rat liver, but for relatively 
little in rat heart. Although this particular "shuttle" 
mechanism has been reported to be reduced in some tumours 
eg. Walker Carcinoma 256 (Galleotti et al., 1971), it is 
reported to be enhanced in others eg. Erlich Ascites cells 
(Dionisi et al., 1970). Consequently it appeared relevant 
to investigate the rate of oxidation of extramitochondrial 
a-glycerophosphate by isolated rat liver mitochondria during 
the time course of MDAB induced hepatocarcinogenesis.
4.2.2 Materials and Methods
Materials and methods are as described in section 4.1.1. 
Rotenone was used at a concentration of 100 pmol/mg protein, 
a-glycerophosphate was used at a concentration of ImM.
4.2.3 Results
Results are shown in Table 4.4. The maximal rate of 
respiration of normal rat liver mitochondria in the presence
- 8 6 -
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of rotenone and a-GP was 3.26 nmol/min/mg. After treatment 
of host animals for 28 days with MDAB the rate was increased 
to 16.29 nmol/min/mg.
4.2,4____ Discussion
The results of table 4.4 demonstrate that one of the 
effects of MDAB on rat liver is to enhance the rate of 
oxidation of a-GP by mitochondria, presumably, by increasing 
the activity of the "a-glycerophosphate shuttle" system.
It is proposed that the a-GP shuttle mechanism has a 
considerable role to play in the transfer of cytoplasmically 
generated reducing equivalents to the mitochondria during 
MDAB carcinogenesis. Since the data of table 4.4 reflect 
the activity of the mitochondrial a-glycerophosphate 
dehydrogenase it is interesting to compare these values 
with the corresponding activity of the cytoplasmic a- 
glycerophosphate dehydrogenase (see table 4.5). The correlatioi 
between these two completely independently derived sets 
of results is quite remarkable and is possibly the strongest 
evidence presented in this thesis which supports the 
proposal that during MDAB induced hepatocarcinogenesis the 
"a-glycerophosphate shuttle" plays a major, if not sole, 
role in the transferance of cytoplasmically generated 
reducing equivalents to the mitochondria, as well as their
ultimate oxidation.
- 8 8 -
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CHAPTER 5
Histology of Rat Livers during the time course of MDAB Induced 
Carcinogenesis
5.1 Introduction
The alterations that occur in the histological features 
of rat liver following the administration of the carcinogens 
4-dimethylaminoazobenzene (DAB) (Orr, 1940; Opie., 1944) and 
3’-methyl, 4-N-dimethylaminoazobenzene (Price et al., 1952) 
have been previously described. The reinvestigation of the 
histological changes that occurred in rat liver during MDAB 
induced carcinogenesis was necessary because the previous 
study had been carried out with the carcinogen being administ­
ered in a semi-synthetic diet, which contained lowered levels 
of riboflavin and protein.
This investigation of the effects of MDAB upon liver 
morphology in rats was further indicated following the 
report by Mulay and O ’Gara (1966) that the administration of 
DAB in normal rat chow at the normally carcinogenic level 
of 0.06% (w/w) did not produce hepatic tumours in rats.
An important feature of this work was to plan investi­
gations which would coinicde distinct changes in biochemical 
parameters with changes in the histology of the liver during 
the time course of MDAB induced hepatocarcinogenesis. This 
proposal was strengthened by the knowledge that the previous 
study with MDAB did not emphasise the changes in histology 
and biochemical parameters at as many important points in 
the time course as the investigations reported here.
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Figure 5.1 Haematoxylin and eosin stained section of 
rat liver after host animal had received MDAB (0.06% 
solid diet) for a period of 28 days. (Magnification 
x 8 ). Treatment of animals is described in section
3.1.1. Preparation of histological sections is des­
cribed in section 5.2.
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5.2 Materials and Methods
Animals, housing and diets were described in section 
3.1.1. Animals were killed by cervical dislocation. Livers 
were removed and fixed in 10% (v/v) neutral formol-saline 
containing 0.1 M-phosphate buffer, and processed to paraffin.
The sections were stained with periodic acid Schiff, Periodic 
Acid Schiff/diastase or Ehrlich's haematoxylin and eosin for 
light microscopy. Sections prepared from the livers of 5 to 
10 animals were routinely sampled at each time phase of 
carcinogen feeding.
5.3 Results
After 28 days of MDAB Feeding
Macroscopically these livers were granular and showed 
moderate variegation with the greatest abnormality being 
represented by depressed areas of the capsule of rather 
"geographical" outline. The general features are those of a 
diffuse totally non-circumscribed proliferation of cholangio- 
cellular elements. The cells being defined as cholangio- 
cellular because of the tendency to a diffuse fine stipling 
or network of nuclear chromatin, generally with an absence 
of definable nucleoli. The total effect was one of a marked 
increase in nuclear density (Fig. 1), since this diffuse cholang 
cellular proliferation was not circumscribed and the cells 
were associated with only scant cytoplasm. The only clearly 
definable zones at this period were comprised of lobules 
of hepatocytes which were of varied size. In the areas of 
some livers portal triads were evident, and in such areas 
there was an intimate relation of the proliferative
- 92-
Figure 5.2 Haematoxylin and eosin stained section of 
rat liver after host animal had received MDAB (0.06% 
solid diet) for a period of 84 days. (Magnification 
x 13). Treatment of animals is described in section 
3.1.1. Preparation of histological sections is described 
in section 5.2.
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"indifferent" cell type to the portal triads. Mitotic 
activity was present in these cells. In zones of indifferent 
cellularity, foci of cells with a condensed pink cytoplasm 
and resembling hepatocytes were present and remote from the 
lobular aggregates of persisting apparently "histologically 
unaltered" hepatocytes.
After 84 days of MDAB:
The livers varied significantly from one animal to 
another in histological features. The macroscopic features 
of nodularity of the capsule were not, in general reflected 
in nodular changes in the liver parenchyma. Parenchymal 
changes were most manifest in the relative orientation of 
centrilobular veins to each other, but there were no foci 
of lobular deletion that would produce "blood lakes." At 
one end of the spectrum of change, cholangiocellular prolifer­
ation tended to be confined to small circumscribed foci 
commonly in approximation to bile duct "tumourlets."
Nodularity of the hepatocellular components tended to be ill 
defined. Occasional small foci of necrosis were present.
Size and nucleolar number of hepatocytes varied somewhat,- 
but this was not a distinguishing feature. The other end 
of the spectrum of the change (Fig. 2) was represented by 
wide variations of histological change within the one liver 
showing a definable preneoplastic alteration in circumscribed 
zones. The chalangiocellular proliferation, of wide spread 
distribution tended to be "linear" rather than "fuzzy," 
with the more intese cholangiocellular proliferation tending
- 94-
Figure 5.3 Haematoxylin and eosin stained section of 
rat liver after host animal had received MDAB (0.06% 
solid diet) for a period of 100 days followed by 40 
days on normal feed. (Magnification x 32). Treatment 
of animals is described in section 3.1.1. Preparation 
of histological sections is described 5.2.
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to be focal, more structured (in microglandular structures), 
and topographically related to bile duct tumourlets.
Histology after 100 days of MDAB feeding then 40 days on 
Normal Diet
The livers showed a progression from the state described 
at the 84 day interval to frankly neoplastic lesions. Large 
tumours were seen to be formed by the confluence of cholangia- 
cellular aggregates around tumourlets to produce cholangio- 
cellular tumours and tumours of mixed cellularity. In some 
zones the hepatocytes showed frankly proliferative nodules and 
were clearly devoid of glycogen. In the glandular structure 
of differentiated bile duct cells (Fig.3) polymorphonuclear 
leukocytes and amorphous material were present in the 
luminae. This was found in the largest neoplasms as well as 
in the tumourlets. This was clear evidence for two modes 
of genesis of hepatacellular components in these mixed 
tumours. One was via prdLiferative nodules of glycogen - depleted 
hepatocytes, or secondly they may have been derived fron bile duct 
cells since many of these lesions contained cystic zones with 
papillary proliferation of the lining cells, and showed 
areas of columnar cells (bile duct type), some of which had 
the cytoplasmic and nuclear features of hepatocytes.
Histology after 100 days on the MDAB diet followed by 100 
days on normal diet
The lesions varied from fibrotic hepatocellular tumours, 
that largely lacked any malignant features to invasive
- 96 -
Figure 5.4 Haematoxylin and eosin stained section of
so 1 M i rn ftfer host aniraal had received' HD AB (0.06% -solid diet) lor a period of 100 days followed by 100
?" normal feed. (Magnification x 19). Treatment 
°. nnimals is described in section 3.1.1 P r e p a r a t i o n  
° histological sections is described in section*5.2
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necrotic tumours with residual marginal growth involving the 
adherent omental tissue and vascular permeation with tumours 
of malignant appearance. Many sections revealed medium sized 
lesions composed primarily of hepatocytes. There was a 
diffuse and fairly dense distribution of fibroblasts, collagen 
and polymorphonuclear leukocytes. The hepatocytes in the 
lesion were all devoid of glycogen. The margins of these 
lesions were regular, but fibrous bands extended-into the 
adjacent parenchyma, which was of fairly normal appearance.
The hepatic veins appeared to be dilated, and zones of grossly 
ectatic bile ducts were lined by flattened epithelium. No 
bile thrombi were present in the residual parenchyma, which . 
showed only minor architectural changes. Small bile duct 
tumourlets were also found. These histological studies at 
200 days (Fig. 4) showed quite strikingly that on this 
regime tumour size was ascribable to confluence.
5.4 Discussion
When rats are fed carcinogenic azo dyes they develop 
cirrhosis with hepatocellular nodules of different types, 
proliferated ductular cells, and chalangiofibrosis. Later 
they develop multiple and often mixed hepatomas, cholangio- 
carcinomas, and undifferentiated carcinomas (Dalton and 
Edwards, 1942; Edwards and White, 1941; Kinosita, 1937;
Opie, 1944; Price et al, 1952). These complex morphological 
changes have led to diverse theories of tumour histogeneiss. 
Opie (1944) suggested that carcinomas arise by two different 
pathways, with hyperplastic hepatocellular nodules trans-
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forming into hepatomas, and cholangiofibrosis leading to 
cholangiocarcinomas. Other workers have proposed that all 
carcinomas, regardless of type derive from hepatocytes 
(Dalton and Edwards, 1942; Edwards and White 1941; Stewart 
and Snell, 1959),or that most if not all carcinomas derive 
from cholangiofibrosis. (Price et al., 1952). ’From the 
results presented here it appears that the tumours produced 
are of mixed cellularity and thus the tumour cells may be 
derived from either cholangiocellular or hepatocellular 
elements. It is not possible to be more definite than this.
In summary then the general histological features 
presented during the time course of MDAB hepatocarcinogenesis 
are as follows. After 28 days of MDAB feeding the most 
pronounced effect is cholangio-cellular proliferation of a very 
diffuse nature. After 84 days of feeding, bile duct 
tumourlets are present and cholangiocellular proliferation 
has become more "linear". Aberrant nuclei are also present 
in a number of hepatocytes. The 140 day period is typified 
by a predominance of neoplatic lesions originating from bile 
duct cells. The hepatocytes, devoid of glycogen, which are 
reported to be precursors of hepatocellular carcinomas, 
(Goldfarb, 1973) are present. Two hundred days after 
commencement of carcinogen feeding approximately equal 
number of cholangiocarcinomas and hepatocellular carcinomas 
are present and the lesion is devoid of glycogen.
The observations of the early appearance of 
cholangiomas and the ultimate lesions being devoid of glycogen 
are both aspects of MDAB induced rat hepatocarcinogenesis
- 99-
which were previously noted (Goldfarb, 1973).
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CHAPTER 6
GENERAL DISCUSSION
This investigation was primarily concerned with three 
of the proposals of Otto Warburg (1930, 1955) regarding 
tumour metabolism. Basically these proposals are:
1. Tumours produce excessive quantities of lactic 
acid.
2. Tumours possess excessive rates of aerobic 
glycolysis.
3. Carcinogenesis involves an irreversible 
damage of the processes of oxidative phos­
phorylation in tissues.
The biochemical and histological features regarding 
MDAB induced hepatoma metabolism which emerge from these 
investigations may be summarised as follows:
(i) There was no abnormal glycolytic rate in MDAB 
hepatoma tissue (as measured by the flux rate 
from glucose to triose phosphate formation).
(See Section 2.3)
(ii) Slightly higher rates of lactate production both 
in vivo (see Section 3.1) and in situ (see Section 
2.2) (perfused liver) were observed.
(iii) The normal control mechanisms which link and 
contribute to the regulation of the phosphorylation 
state of the adenylates by the NAD : NADH ratio 
were severly disturbed both in the cytoplasm and
in the mitochondria (see Section 3.1.5).
- L 01 —
(iv) There was a significant depression of oxidative 
phosphorylation after 28 days of carcinogen 
feeding (see Section 4.1).
(v) There were abnormal biphasic accumulations of
(vi)
intracellular calcium (see Section 3.2).
There was impairment of NAD+-linked substrate 
respiration. (See section 4.1).
(vii) Implied increases in the activity of the a- 
glycerophosphate shuttle were present (see Section 
4.2).
(viii) A decreased in vivo activity of malate
dehydrogenase precludes the use of the method 
of Williamson (1969) in the estimation of 
compartmented metabolite concentrations. (See 
Section 3.3.3).
(ix) Histological evidence indicated that there was 
a 28 day period of carcinogen toxicity and 
preneoplasia (see Chapter 5).
(x) It was established that there is an initial 
malignant phase (20-100 days), and an overt 
malignant phase (100 and beyond to the death 
of the animal)caused by feeding MDAB in t h e . 
diet of the rat (see Chapter 5).
(xi) The biochemical alterations are notably 
consistent with the histological changes noted.
A second peripheral series of biochemical data involving 
measurements of redox states and phosphorylation states of 
the adenylates in the various cell compartments will also
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feature in the discussion although of themselves they make 
no particular revelation about the mechanism(s) underlying 
the Warburg phenomena.
It is proposed that these metabolic changes as well as 
many of the other types of metabolic alterations encountered 
during the time course of hepatocarcinogenesis by MDAB 
may be a direct result of the altered calcium homeostasis.
It is further proposed that the altered calcium homeostasis 
is brought about, in the initial instance, by the toxic 
/Affects of the carcinogen on hepatocytes. Subsequently 
tumour cell emergence effects further changes in calcium 
homeostasis.
The histological effects of MDAB hepatocarcinogenesis 
were shown to reach a maximum of change around 11 days of dye 
feeding (Porter and Bruni, 1959) although in the studies 
reported here histological evidence of cytotoxicity were 
still apparent after 28 days of dye feeding (see fig. 1). 
During this toxic period MDAB ingestion and metabolism 
was presumed to have a deleterious action on normal 
hepatocyte cytoplasmic functions. Consequently the 
decreased phosphorylation state of the cytoplasmic adenylates 
at the 28 day period may have been even lower at the 11 
day period. Calcium entered the cell passively at this 
stage and was actively transported out at the expense 
of ATP, consequently any decrease in the phosphorylation state 
of the cytoplasmic adenylates would allow an increase in 
the concentration of cytoplasmic calcium. The toxic effects 
of MDAB during the initial 28 day period were confined to 
the cytoplasm of the cell and the mitochondria actively took
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up the extra calcium which appeared in the cytoplasm. Thus 
at the 28 day period there was a decrease (19%) in the 
phosphorylation state of the cytoplasmic adenylates as 
well as a significant decrease in the phosphorylation 
state of the mitochondrial adenylates (55%) which may be 
attributed to the uncoupling effect which calcium has on 
mitochondria (Lehninger, 1958). There was also an increase 
in both total cell calcium (53%) and mitochondrial (47%) 
calcium leading to a 5 fold increase in the mitochondrial 
calcium: magnesium ratio. (Table 3.9).
Calcium accumulation by mitochondria may be driven 
either by ATP or directly by the activity of the electron 
transport chain (Lehninger 1958). The transported calcium 
was initially bound to specific binding sites within the 
mitochondria (Carafoli, 1974), However, once these specific 
binding sites were saturated extra mitochondrial calcium 
was bound and inhibited NADH-dehydrogenase activity 
(Vinogradov, 1972; Grist and Baum, 1974). Thus as a 
consequence of calcium accumulation NAD+-linked respiration 
was inhibted (Landry and Lehninger, 1976). It is therefore 
proposed that the low rates of oxidation of NAD-linked 
substrates at the 28 day period (Table 4.3) were due to 
the formation of calcium-NADH complex.
Williamson et al., (1971), demonstrated that increased
activity of the a-glycerophosphate shuttle may be induced 
in rat liver upon inhibition of the alternate NAD+-linked 
shuttle systems. Furthermore Carafoli (1974) demonstrated
the existence in mitochondria of at least three classes ■ s
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of calcium binding sites namely, "high" affinity, "low" 
affinity, and a third class of sites which
were involved in the activiation of the oxidation of a-GP 
by the mitochondrial a-glycerophosphate dehydrogenase. The 
calcium requirement for this enzyme was demonstrated by 
Hansford and Chappell (1967), who reported that calcium 
activated the enzyme by lowering the enzyme's Km for the 
substrate.
It is thus proposed that during MDAB induced cancero- 
genesis when NAD-linked substrate oxidation is inhibited 
the a-glycerophosphate shuttle is caused to play a much 
more significant role in the transfer of reducing equivalents 
from the cytoplasm to the mitochondria (see Table 4.4).
The pathabolic accumulation of calcium by mitochondria 
and other impairments of calcium metabolism may be the 
direct cause of those metabolic manifestations known as 
the Warburg effect in cancer.
Upon withdrawal of the carcinogen from the diet the 
hepatocellular elements tend to stabilise both metabolically 
and histologically and calcium metabolism also tends to 
normalise (see Table 3.8). Tumour cell emergence again' 
causes deleterious effects on calcium homeostasis and calcium 
levels once more increase until the level of intracellular 
calcium becomes incompatible with the control status of 
normal cell metabolism.
It is interesting to note that there is an accumulation 
of both pyruvate and lactate (see Table 3.2) during the time
- I 05-
course of cancerogenesis. It is proposed that pyruvate 
accumulates as a result of the blocking of NAD-linked sub­
strate dehydrogenation in the mitochondria and that much 
of the pyruvate is converted to lactate because of the 
high concentration of NADH present in the cell as a result 
of it's inhibited oxidation.
Regarding the original postulates of Warburg, on the 
subject of tumour metabolism, the following facts emerge 
concerning MDAB induced hepatoma metabolism.
1. Greater quantities of lactic acid are produced, 
however, it is proposed that this is a manifestation of 
the tumours inability to further oxidise pyruvate, which 
also accumulates.
2. Warburg's second postulate of increased glycolytic 
rates was based on the increased rates of lactate production 
observed under both aerobic and anerobic conditions. The 
results of Table 2.1, although only indicating the rate of 
glycolysis between glucose and the triose Dhosphates, 
demonstrate that there is no increase in the glycolytic . 
rate in this critical segment of the pathway.
3. Warburg's third postulate requiring cancerogens 
to irreversibly damage the mechanisms of oxidative phos­
phorylation was, in the author's view, qualitatively 
correct. Damage to cellular respiration certainly occurs
in MDAB induced cancerogenesis although it is not completely 
irreversible.
ADDENDUM: The type of altered calcium homeostasis which
occurs in MDAB induced hepatomas appears also to occur in 
other types of human and experimental tumours (Karger, 1974;
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Rice et al., 1975). In particular the inhibition of 
NAD-linked substrate respiration was also observed in 
mitochondria isolated from the Morris hepatoma 5123 C 
(personal observation). Furthermore the ratio of calcium: 
magnesium observed in this type of tumour tissue as 
well as in a human hepatoma were consistent with the type 
of alteration of calcium homeostasis which occurs in 
MDAB induced hepatomas (See Table 10).
TABLE 10
CONCENTRATIONS OF CALCIUM AND MAGNESIUM IN RAT AND HUMAN, 
NORMAL AND NEOPLASTIC TISSUES. CONCENTRATIONS ARE IN 
jj.g/g (fresh weight)
TISSUE 
Rat liver 
5123C
Human liver*
CALCIUM 
79.8 + 13.6 
202.7 + 9.9
21.48 +
Human hepatoma* 23.41
MAGNESIUM 
219.1 + 17.4 
148.6 +12.9 
78.4 
4.47
CALCIUM:MAGNESIU 
.382 + .064 
1.369 + .11 
.274 .
5.23
* Human liver was from a 63 year old male; human hepatoma 
was from a 65 year old male, both these samples were taken
at autopsy.
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PART I I  
CHAPTER 7
THE EFFECT OF ETIIYL LINQLENATE ON THE INDUCTION OP RAT HEPATOMAS 
BY MDAB.
7 . 1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
The  q u a n t i t y  a n d  t y p e  o f  l i p i d  p r e s e n t  i n  t h e  e x p e r i m e n t a l  
d i e t  h a s  a m a r k e d  e f f e c t  on t h e  r a t e  o f  t u m o u r  i n d u c t i o n  by  t h e  
c a r c i n o g e n  MDAB ( s e e  s e c t i o n  1 . 4 ) .  A f t e r  e x a m i n i n g  t h e  
c o n s t i t u e n t  f a t t y  a c i d s  o f  v a r i o u s  d i e t s  w h i c h  h a d  b e e n  r e p o r t e d  
t o  i n h i b i t  MDAB i n d u c e d  h e p a t o c a r c i n o g e n e s i s  T i l o  Schramm 
( 1 9 6 1 )  c o n c l u d e d  t h a t  t h e  f a t t y  a c i d s  c o n c e r n e d  i n  
e a c h  i n s t a n c e  o f  i n h i b i t i o n  w e r e  i n v a r i a b l y  p a l m i t a t e  o r  s t e a r a t e ,  
o r  an u n s a t u r a t e d  f o r m  o f  t h e s e .  I n  p a r t i c u l a r  l i n o l e n i c  a c i d  
a p p e a r e d  t h e  m o s t  e f f e c t i v e  i n h i b i t o r .  Schramm t e s t e d  t h i s  
h y p o t h e s i s  by  f e e d i n g  n a t u r a l l y  o c c u r i n g  f a t t y  a c i d s  a s  t h e i r  
e t h y l  e s t e r s  a t  a r a t e  o f  2 .5% ( v / w )  o f  t h e  s o l i d  d i e t  t o  r a t s  
r e c e i v i n g  MDAB ( 0 .0 6 %  o f  t h e  s o l i d  d i e t  ( w / w ) ) .  A f t e r  histo-^- 
l o g i c a l  e x a m i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  l i v e r s  o f  r a t s  f e d  t h e  a b o v e  d i e t  
Schramm r e p o r t e d ,  " w i t h  f e e d i n g  o f  e t h y l  l i n o l e n a t e  a l l  l i v e r s  
o f  t h i s  g r o u p  w e r e  f r e e  o f  n e o p l a s t i c  c h a n g e s  i n  s p i t e  o f  an 
a p p l i e d  t o t a l  d o s e  o f  1 , 0 0 0  mg o f  MDAB a n d  e x p e r i m e n t a l  p e r i o d s  
up t o  4 2 8  d a y s . "  T h i s  f i n d i n g  w as  o f  such s i g n i f i c a n c e  t h a t  a biochemical 
e x p l a n a t i o n  o f  t h e  i n h i b i t o r y  e f f e c t  o f  e thy l  l i n o l e n a t e  was sought.
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7.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
7.2.1 Preparation of Ethyl Linolenate
2 1  of linseed oil (Meggitt Ltd., Summer Hill, N.S.W.) 
plus 2 1 of 95% ethanol was heated to 60°C. in a 10 1 conical 
flask with vigorous stirring. The heating was discontinued and 
3 1 of 6N sodium hydroxide was added slowly with continuous 
stirring. Following complete saponification the mixture was 
made pH 4.5 using 6N sulphuric acid while the temperature was 
maintained between 60-80°C. The fatty acid layer was siphoned 
off and washed with cold distilled water until the pH was 
approximately 7.0. The resulting solution of fatty acids in 
ethanol was dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate and the ethanol 
was evaporated off using a Buchi rotary evaporator.
1 1 of the fatty acid mixture was reacted with 21 of methanol 
and 880 g of urea in a 10 1 conical flask while the temperature 
was held at 60°C until complete solution was attained. The 
temperature was then dropped to below 0°C by means of a dry ice 
and ethanol bath, and the mixture was filtered through a 
Whatman No. 1 filter paper using vacuum filtration. The filtrate 
was again treated with urea as described above while the residue 
was discarded.
The filtrate (containing primarily linolenic acid) was 
placed in a 15 1 round bottomed flask in a heating mantle. An 
equal volume of absolute ethanol which had previously been dried 
over anhydrous sodium sulphate was added and the mixture heated 
to 50°C while dried hydrogen chloride gas was bubled through 
the mixture. The reaction was carried out for three hours after
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which time the mixture was cooled and a sample was taken for gas 
chromatographic analysis.
7.2.2 Gas Chromatography
Gas chromatography of free fatty acids: The fatty acid
mixture (0.5ml) was reacted with 2ml of boron trifluoride in 
methanol (14% w/v, Applied Science Laboratories, State 
College,P.A.) at 60°C for five minutes. Hexane (2.0 ml) was 
then added and the contents of the tube again mixed and 
centrifuged at 4,000 g for 1 minute. The hexane layer con­
taining the methyl esters was then stored over anhydrous 
sodium sulphate for 24 hours. This extract (2.5yl) was then 
chromatographed on a 185 cm x 0.4 cm glass column containing 
12% diethyl glycol succinate on 80/100 mesh Gas Chrom W (Applied 
Science Laboratories, P.A.) at 190°C using helium as the carrier 
gas and a flame ionization detector on a Packard Gas Chromato­
graph (Model 846, 73 Series).
Gas chromatography of ethyl esters: 0.2 ml of the mixture of
ethyl esters was dissolved in 10 ml of hexane and 1.5 yl of this 
solution was chromatographed on a 185 cm x .4 cm glass column 
containing 8% Free Fatty Acid Phase (Varian, F.F.A.P.) on 
100/120 mesh Gas Chrom P (Applied Science Laboratories) at 
245°C using helium as the carrier gas and a flame ionisation 
detector.
The ethyl linolenate was incorporated into the diet by 
the method described for the incorporation of MDAB into the 
diet (see section 2.2.1).
All other materials and methods were as described in the
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TABLE 7.3: REACTION RATE IN VIVO OF GLYCERALDEHYDE 3-
PHOSPHATE DEHYDROGENASE AND 3-PHOSPHOGLYCERATE KINASE IN 
RELATION TO THE PRESENCE IN RAT LIVER OF A DISEQUILIBRIUM 
BETWEEN THE CYTOPLASMIC (ATP)/(ADP). (HP04) AND THE [NAD]/ 
[NADH] RATIOS. DURING THE TIME COURSE OF CARCINOGENESIS 
INDUCED BY MDAB (0.06% DIET) IN COMBINATION WITH ETHYL
LINOLENATE (3..0% DIET).
Days after 
commencement 
of carcinogen
Glyceraldehyde 
3-phosphate 
Dehydrogenase 
(Amol/min / g)
3-Phosphoglycerate
Kinase
(/imol/min/g)
Presence of 
disequilibriur
0 6.25 0.019
28 2.97 0.002 -
84 2.74 0.002 +
112 2.00 0.006 +
184 2.79 0.007 -
200 2.73 0.023 _
Animals had received ethyl linolenate (3.0% of the solid diet) 
for a period of 28 days.
Kinetic parameters were as follows:
Glyceraldehyde 3-Phosphate dehydrogenase: GAP and HP04 .con­
centrations were taken from table 3.2. Total liver [NAD]+
[NADH] was taken as 900mM. (Long, 1971) and the cytoplasmic 
[NAD]/[NADH] ratio was taken from table 3.3, thus [NAD] and 
[NADH] were calculated. Km and Ki values were from Barman 
(1972). Vmax was taken from Knox (1972). V max was taken from 
Boyer et al., (1963). Keq was from Barman (1972). [1,3-DPG]
was taken as 1 mM. The decrease in Vmax in the tumour was 
taken from Knox (1972). The reaction sequence was treated as 
an ordered Ter-Bi reaction.
3-Phosphoglycerate Kinase: ADP, ATP and 3-PGA concentrations
were taken from table 3.1. 1,3-DPG was assumed to be constant
at ImM.Ki values were assumed to approximate Km values and 
were from Barman (1972). V^ rnax was taken from Knox (1972) 
and V max was taken from Boyer et al., (1963). Keq was taken 
from Barman (1972). The decrease in Vmax in the tumour was 
taken from Knox (1972). The reaction sequence was treated as 
an ordered Bi-Bi reaction. Velocities were calculated according 
to the steady state rate equations of Plowman (1972).
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relevant sections of Part I.
7.3 Results
7.3.1 Histology
Histologically the livers of rats fed MDAB in combination 
with ethyl linolenate differed from the livers of rats fed 
MDAB only in the following respects.
After 28 days of treatment: There was little or no cholangio-
cellular proliferation evident.
After 84 days of treatment: Cholangiocellular proliferation
was evident although it was a fuzzy rather than presenting the 
linear appearance characteristic of the livers of animals 
given MDAB (0.06%) in the diet for 84 days.
After 100 days of treatment: The histological appearance of
livers at this period showed considerable variation in the 
extent of carcinogenesis. In general the appearances were 
not significantly different, (especially from 140 days onwards) 
from the histological appearance of livers from rats fed only 
MDAB (0.06%).
7.3.2 Metabolites, redox and adenylate ratios
The data of Table 7.1 show a significant depression' of 
the concentrations of hepatic lactate and pyruvate on feeding 
of ethyl linolenate (146 + 13 and 1686 + 80 decreased to 
8 5 + 6  and 680 + 67 nmol/g respectively). Also noteworthy 
is the increased concentration of hepatic glyceraldehyde 3- 
phosphate after commencement of treatment (2.8 + 0.2 to 8.5 +
0.9 nmol/g) which may be compared with the more gradual increase 
which occurred in the livers of animals treated with MDAB only
(see Table 3.2).
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The  v a l u e s  o f  t h e  d a t a  o f  t a b l e  7 . 2  d e m o n s t r a t e  t h a t  t h e  
p r e v i o u s l y  n o t e d  ( s e e  s e c t i o n  3 . 1 . 5 . 2 )  d i s e q u i l i b r i u m  b e t w e e n  
t h e  c y t o p l a s m i c  [NAD+ ] : [NADH] a n d  [ A T P ] : [ADP] . [HPO^2 ] was  a l s o  
p r e s e n t  i n  MDAB p l u s  e t h y l  l i n o l e n a t e  t r e a t e d  a n i m a l s  a l t h o u g h  
i n  t h i s  c a s e  n o t  u n t i l  a f t e r  80 d a y s  o f  t r e a t m e n t ,  a nd  a g a i n  
was  e v i d e n t  o n l y  w h i l e  t h e  c a r c i n o g e n  was  b e i n g  a d m i n i s t e r e d .
The  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  d i s e q u i l i b r i u m  i n  t h e  m i t o c h o n d r i a  ( s e e  s e c t i o n  
3 . 1 . 5 . 3 )  was  a l s o  l a t e  i n  a p p e a r i n g ,  i e .  o n l y  a f t e r  80 d a y s  
o f  t r e a t m e n t .
The  d a t a  o f  t a b l e  7 . 3  d e m o n s t r a t e  t h a t  t h e  c y t o p l a s m i c  
d i s e q u i l i b r i u m  r e p o r t e d  a b o v e  i s  m o s t  p r o b a b l y  due  t o  a  d e c r e a s e  
i n  t h e  i n  v i v o  a c t i v i t y  o f  h e p a t i c  3 - p h o s p h o g l y c e r a t e  k i n a s e .
7 . 3 . 3  C a l c i u m  a n d  M ag ne s i um
The  d a t a  o f  t a b l e  7 . 4  show t h a t  o ne  o f  t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  
f e e d i n g  e t h y l  l i n o l e n a t e  i s  t o  e l e v a t e  t h e  h e p a t i c  c a l c i u m :  
m a g n e s i u m  r a t i o  ( 0 . 3 8 2  + 0 . 0 6 4  ( s e e  t a b l e  3 . 8 )  t o  . 9 1 7  + . 1 6 7 ) .  
The h e p a t i c  c a l c i u m :  m a g n e s i u m  r a t i o  s u b s e q u e n t l y  r e m a i n e d  
r e l a t i v e l y  c o n s t a n t  d u r i n g  t r e a t m e n t  u n t i l  t u m o u r  d e v e l o p m e n t  
i n c r e a s e d  t h e  v a l u e  f r o m  . 8 1 3  + . 0 8 6  t o  2 . 4 5 5  + . 0 6 2 .
The d a t a  o f  t a b l e  7 . 5  d e m o n s t r a t e  t h a t  t h e  i n i t i a l  i n c r e a s e  
i n  t h e  h e p a t i c  c a l c i u m : m a g n e s i u m  r a t i o  i s  e v e n l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  
b e t w e e n  c y t o p l a s m  a n d  m i t o c h o n d r i a .  D u r i n g  c a r c i n o g e n  t r e a t ­
men t  h o w e v e r  t h e  m i t o c h o n d r i a l  r a t i o  i s  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  e l e v a t e d  
( 0 . 9 8  + 0 . 0 4  t o  2 . 7  + 0 . 3 ) .
7 . 3 . 4 .  M i t o c h o n d r i a l  F u n c t i o n
The d a t a  o f  t a b l e s  7 . 6 ,  7 . 7  a n d  7 . 8  do n o t  show t h e
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significant deleterious alterations in mitochondrial function 
which occurred in MDAB treated animals at the 28 day period. 
Although in the whole tumour mitochondrial function was similar 
to that was found in MDAB treated rats. (see Tables 
4.1, 4.2, 4.3).
7,4 Discussion
From the data of Tables 7.1 to 7.8 three major effects 
of feeding ethyl linolenate, in conjunction with MDAB, are 
observed:
1. Calcium:Magnesium. The hepatic calcium:magnesium ratio 
is increased upon feeding rats a diet containing 2.5% ethyl 
linolenate. This is certainly a significant observation 
although the investigations reported here offer no explanation 
which allows a proposal for its mechanism.
2. The deleterious effect of MDAB feeding on mitochondrial 
function at the 28 day period was not evident in ethyl linolenate 
MDAB treated animals. In section 4.1.4 the deleterious effect
of MDAB at the 28 day period on mitochondrial function was 
attributed to the binding of MDAB to proteins of the mito­
chondrial inner membrane. In the authors view the above 
observation regarding ethyl linolenate/MDAB treated animals may 
be explained by a lowering of the amount of MDAB being delivered 
to the liver via the portal vein than was the case in the MDAB 
only treated animals. Evidence for this explanation relates 
to the fact that fat pads may be stained in vivo with such 
stains as Scarlet Red, if the stain is administered orally and 
in conjunction with a neutral lipid such as ethyl linolenate 
(Gage and Fish 1924). Frazer (1943) further reports that
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lipophilic dyes fed in conjunction with fatty acids will 
primarily be transported via the protal vein to the liver, 
while lipophilic dyes fed in conjunction with neutral lipids 
will be transported via the lymphatics to areas of depot fat. 
Thus a lower concentration of hepatic MDAB may be expected in 
animals fed ethyl linolenate in conjunction with MDAB. No 
experiments to confirm this proposal were carried out.
3. There is a delay in the appearance of histological, 
morphological and biochemical changes as compared with the 
time course of events which were observed in the MDAB only 
treated animals. This delay is thought to be due to the lower 
concentrations of hepatic MDAB in animals fed MDAB in 
conjunction with ethyl linolenate as was explained above.
4. It was not possible to confirm Schramm's (1961) 
observation that ethyl linolenate completely inhibited tumour 
formation induced by MDAB.
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